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Photoproduction is studied at 2.8 and 4.7 06V using a linearly polarized monoenergetic
photon beam in a hydrogen bubble chamber. We discuss the experimental procedure, the
determination of challD61 cross sectioDs, aDd the aDalysis of tl16 c11annel pp~pvr x . A
model-independent analysis of the p -decay angular distribution allovrs us to measure nine
independent density-matrix elements. From these we find that the reaction yp ppo pro- .

ceeds almost completely through natural parity exchange for squared momentum transfers
~g ( &1 GeV and that the p production mechanism is consistent with s-chauue1 c.m. helicity
conservation for lt

~
«0,4 GeV2. A cross section for the production of x+x pairs in the s-

channel c.m. helicity-conserving p-wave state is determined. The p mass shape is studied
as a function of momentum transfer and is found to be inconsistent with a t-independent Ross-
Stodolsky factor. Using a t-dependent parametrization of the po mass shape we derive a
phenomenological p cross section. We compare our phenomenological p cross section
with other experiments and find good agreement for 0.05 & )t ) &1 GeV . We discuss the dis-
crepancies in the various determinations of the forward differential cross section. We
study models for po photoproduction and find that the Soding model best describes the data.
Using the Soding model we determine a po cross section. %6 determine cross sections and
nine density-matrix elements for yp- 4++m . The parity asymmetry for 6+' production is
incompatible with simple one-pion exchange. We compare 4++ production with models.

I. INTRODUCTION

This is the first of two final reports on an ex-
periment which used the 82-in. LRL-SLAC hydro-
gen bubble chamber to study photoproduction of
hadrons by a polarized photon beam at 2.8 and
4.7 QeV. This beam yields photons of more than
90% linear polarization at our energies, with an
energy resolution of +(3-4)% between 3 and 5 GeV.
We have obtained 92 events/pb (150 events jpb) at
2.8 GeV (4.7 GeV). In this paper we present the
general analysis procedure, total and partial had-
ronic cross sections for the various topological
channels, and a detailed study of the three-body
reaction yp- pm'm with particular emphasis on
p' and 6+' production. We have already published
a measurement of the total hadronic photoproduc-
tion cross section, ' and preliminary results on p'
(Refs. 2 and 3), co (Ref. 4), n" (Ref. 5) production

and p'-e interference. ' These mill be treated in
this and a forthcoming paper in greater detail and
subjected to further analysis.

This experiment, which uses the SLAC Compton
backscattered laser beam, ' 9 has the following
advantages, not all of which are found, in previous
studies of multibody photoproduction'. a monoener-
getic photon spectrum, a 4m detection efficiency,
and a polarized beam. By exploiting the narrow
energy spectrum and the 4m detection geometry of
the bubble chamber me measure the total hadronic
photoproduction cross section to an accuracy of
+2.4%. We also determine channel cross sections
for reactions with three, five, or seven charged
outgoing particles, for those with one additional
neutral particle, and the sum of the cross sections
for channels mith more than one neutral particle.

Photoproduction of po mesons in the reaction
yp- pg'g is knomnm-~ to be mainly a diffractive
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process. The evidence for this came from the
magnitude and the energy dependence of the pro-
duction cross section above 2 QeV. In addition,
there have been indications that the photoproduced
p' mesons are transversely aligned in the helicity
system. " Knowing the polarization of the photons
and using the 4x. geometry of the chamber we are
able to make a detailed analysis of the p' production
mechanism. The use of polarized photons adds
six new independent density-matrix parameters to
the three derivable from unpolarized photons. As
a direct result, we can separate the cross sections
for po production into contributions from natural
[P = (-l)~] and unnatural [P = (-l)~+'] parity ex-
changes in the t channel. We find that p' photo-
production is dominated by natural parity exchange
for momentum transfers squared from target to
proton,

~ t~, less than j. GeV', as expected for a
diffractive process. We confirm the transverse
alignment of the p"s in the helicity system for

~ t~

&0.4 GeV' and find that the data are consistent
with s-channel helicity conservation in p' photo-
yroduction. We further determine the cross sec-
tion for s-channel helicity-conserving p-wave
dipion states which dominate the p' region. We
emphasize that the above results are model-in-
dependent.

One of the puzzles of p' photoproduction has been
the apparent skewing of the p' mass shape. ""
We confirm the skewing and show that it depends
on t. Using an empirical formula which describes
this t dependence we determine a phenomenological
cross section for p production.

We also compare the observed features of dipion
production in the p' region with several theoreti-
cal models and find that a modified Soding model
is best able to reproduce quantitatively the mass
shift, its t dependence, and the decay properties
of the dipion system. We also obtain p' cross sec-
tions using the S6ding model.

Since there have been substantial discrepancies
among the published forward differential cross
sections for p' photoproduction, we compare these
cross sections and discuss the differences; we
show that there are theoretical as well as experi-
mental problems.

We have determined cross sections for b, '+ pro-
duction in the process yP- pm'z . Using an analy-
sis similar to that used for p' production we show
that 6"production proceeds through a mixture
of natural and unnatural parity exchanges in the
t channel.

The organization of this paper is as follows.

C.
D.

Bubble Chamber
Scanning Procedures
Measuring and Kinematical Reconstruc-
tion

III. Cross Sections
A. Procedures
B. Total and Topological Cross Sections
C. Channel Cross Sections

1. Three-Constraint Reactions
2. Zero-Constraint Reactions

Reaction yP- Pm'm: p and 6" Produc-IV. The
tion
A.
B.

Introduction and Mass Distributions
Model-Independent Study of Dipion and
p'-Meson Production

Introduction
2. Double Differential Cross Sections

for Dipion Production in the p Region
3. Form'alism for the Analysis of the

Dipion Angular Momentum States
4. The Moments, Y, , of the Dipion

System
5. The Density-Matrix Elements of the

Dipion and p' States: Determination
of p Production Properties

6. Cross Section for s-Channel Helicity-
Conserving p-Wave Dipion States

Determination of the p Production Cross
Section by the Use of Models
1. The Ross-Stodolsky Model
2. The Soding Model
3. A Phenomenological Check of the

Soding-Model Cross Sections
4. Other Models
5. Comparison with other Experiments
6. Discussion of Cross Sections for p'

Production
p'- e Interference
6 Production
1. Cross Sections and Decay Distribu-

tions
2. Comparison with Theory
Search for High-Mass Vector-Meson
Production
Summary of the Channel yp- pm'~

C.

D.

G.

Appendix B: The Soding Model

Appendix A: Fitting Procedure for the Parame-
trization Cross Sections and the p'
Density- Matrix Elements

II. Experimental Procedure
A. Beam
B. Photon Energy Spectrum and Polarization

Appendix C: Helicity Amplitudes and Density
Matrices of Photoproduced p'
Me sons
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Beam

In 1962, Milburn, "concurrently with Arutyunian
et al. ,

"pointed out that backward Compton scatter-
ing of an intense polarized laser light beam by
high-energy electrons would produce useful yields
of nearly monoenergetic, polarized photons. Such
a beam was used for this experiment. ' '

Because the reaction

y(k, ) + e (Z, )- e +y(k~)

is a two-body process, for a fixed incident geom-
etry the energy kf of the scattered photon depends
only on its laboratory angle, 8, as measured with
respect to the incident electron beam. For a
head-on collision and small 8 it can be shown that
when the energies of the incoming photon, k, , and
electron, E„arefixed,

where s is the center-of-mass energy squared,

~= m, '+4k,E„
4Ee'k&

fmax S

By collimating the backscattered photon beam and
incident electron beam we select a band of photon
energies given by

kfmax kf min ~f max
~c ~

&fmax 4&)

where 8, is the collimator half-angle (=10 ' rad).
For this experiment, k, =1.78 eV. Thus, the
energy resolution [full width at half maximum
(FWHM)] is expected to vary from about 2/z for
k&,„=1.44 GeV (E, =8 GeV) to 6.5% for k~,„=4.7
GeV (8, =16 GeV). Another feature of the Compton
process is that if the incident light is polarized,
after backscattering (EI—= 0'), it is still almost com-
pletely polarized in the same way. [See formula (4)
of Ref. 7.]

Figure 1 shows the beam layout. About 3x10"
electrons in a 1.5-p, sec pulse passed through the
5-m-long interaction region. The electron beam
in the interaction region was 1 cm in diameter with
a divergence of about 10 ' rad [actual beam phase
space =(10 ' radcm)']. The incident linearly po-
larized light beam was obtained from a, Q-switched
ruby laser of wavelength 0.6943 p (k; = 1.78 eV)
with a maximum output of 2 J emitted into a phase
space of about (0.75 mrad cm)'. The pulse dura-
tion was about 50 nsec. The plane of linearly po-
larized light could be rotated 90' by inserting a
half-wave plate into the laser beam line. After the
electron and laser beams clashed at a relative
angle of 3 mrad, the electron beam was deflected
into a dump. To minimize the synchrotron radia-
tion the electron beam first traversed a weak mag-
netic field until it was clear of the beam line. The
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FIG. 1. Layout of the beam. The beam profile is shown in the horizontal and vertical planes (not to scale).
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synchrotron radiation resulting from electrons de-
flected in this weak field had low enough energy
to be removed by a high-Z photoelectric absorber
(0.16 radiation lengths of uranium) which did not
produce any significant deterioration of the high-
energy photon spectrum at the bubble chamber.
The Compton backscattered photon beam was col-
limated to =10-' rad by a collimator with a 2-mm-
diam hole located 100 m downstream of the inter-
action region. Four quadrant scintillators sur-
rounded the hole behind 1 in. of Hevimet. The show-
ers in these scintillators allowed us to determine
the beam steering to about 10 ' rad and to monitor
the beam intensity. ' Our electronics vetoed pic-
ture taking if the beam was missteered more than
3x10 ' rad or if the intensity was too high or too
low. Control of the intensity was accomplished by
adjusting the laser output or the electron beam in-
tensity. (For more details see Sec. III of Ref. 15.)

B. Photon Energy Spectrum and Polarization

The energy of the scattered photon depends on
the energies of the initial photon and the electron
beam. For the ruby laser used, electron energies
of 12 and 16 GeV gave mean photon energies of 2.8
and 4.7 GeV, respectively, for the two exposures
discussed in this paper. The energy spectra are
shown in Fig. 2; the method by which they were
obtained is discussed in Sec. III A.

The polarization of the incident laser light, which
was assumed to be 100%, was measured in the
intera. ction region to be greater than 97%. A half-
wave plate was used in 50% of the pictures to rotate
the polarization direction by 90'. The degree of
linear polarization of the backscattered photon
hearn was calculated, using the formalism of Ref.
7, by averaging over the experimental energy spec-
trum between the energy limits given in Table I
and Fig. 2. The average polarization was 95%
(93%) at 2.8 GeV (4.7 GeV). The particular half-
wave plate used in 18/0 of the exposure, when com-
bined with the rest of the run, reduced these values
by (2+ 1)%. We estimate the over-all uncertainty
in the polarization to be +2%.

The alignment and transport of the laser beam

LJJ
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CL
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I

I 2

(GeVl
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introduces an uncertainty in the polarization direc-
tion of the high-energy photons at the bubble cham-
ber. Although the polarization direction was mea-
sured to an accuracy of 1' at the laser, we esti-
mate the total uncertainty from all effects to be
+3' at the bubble chamber for the polarization state
without the half-wave plate. For the half-wave-
plate data we estimate a further uncertainty of +5'
in polarization direction. These uncertainties in-
troduce a systematic uncertainty in quantities such
as the parity asymmetry P, (see Sec. IVB3) and
the total helicity-conserving p-wave mw intensity
II (see Sec. IVB6). For the combined data these
uncertainties are less than 2%.

The average polarization and a summary of the
beam and exposure are given in Table I.

C. Bubble Chamber

Approximately 750000 pictures were taken in the
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (LRL)-SLAC 82-in.
hydrogen bubble chamber. The magnetic field at
the center of the chamber was 16.6 kG. Most of the
pictures were taken with -50 photons per pulse,
corresponding to about seven e'e pairs per pic-
ture and about one hadronic event every 25 frames.

D. Scanning Procedures

Both events and pairs were scanned for within
a fiducial area of +4-mm width in the bubble cham-

FIG. 2. Photon energy spectra (unnormalized) for the
2.8- and 4.7-GeV runs. The arrows indicate the energy
intervals used. The ordinate gives the number of photons.

TABLE I. Beam parameters and exposure statistics.

Average beam
energy, E

(GeV)

2.8
4.7

FWHM
(MeV)

150
450

Number of
pictures

294 000
454 000

E limits
accepted

(GeV)

2.4-3.3
4.1-5.3

Average linear
polarization

I'y (%)

93+2
91+2

Events jpb

92+4
150+6

'Broadened by electron energy shifts. For a constant electron energy the FWHM was about
350 MeV.
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ber along the beam line (the beam has a diameter
of 3 mm). The length of the scanning area was
chosen to allow a minimum track length of 35 cm
for forward going tracks and 8 cm for backward
tracks.

Hadronic events could be easily separated from
the pair background since hadronic tracks general-
ly have much larger production angles than the
e'e- tracks, which are produced close to 0'.

The film was double scanned with discrepancies
resolved in a- third pass. The combined double-
scan efficiency was found to be ~99% for all events
except one-prang events, strange-particle decays,
and three-prong events with short recoil-proton

tracks, The biases in the pm'g channel will be
discussed in Sec. IIIA. Pairs were counted in both
scans on four frames per roll of 660 frames. Dis-
crepancies between the two scans in counting pairs
were resolved in a third scan. %e estimate un-
certainties in the number of pairs counted (as com-
pared to the number of events) to be (0 +2)%.

Equal numbers of pictures were taken with the
polarization horizontal and vertical in the bubble
chamber in order ta check for biases. No detect-
able differences were found between the two po-
larizations. Both laboratories scanned a common
subset of the film (25/~). Comparison of these scan
results for the different laboratories was used to

TABX E II. Numbers of events found.

Hypothesis Channels

Number of events
Number of
constraints E& =2.8 GeV E& =4.7 GeV

yp-pm+~-'
—pm'x-m'(mm') '
-nx'x'x-(mx') '
-pX+K b

ppp
Hypotheses 2, 3 ambiguous ~

Hypotheses 1,4 ambiguous d

No fit
Remeasurable
Unmeasurable
Total three-prong'

yp pm+x+z 7r

—p~'~'m-~-~'(nz~') '
n3n+2m' (ngmo) a

-pe&-x'~- b

Hypotheses 2, 3 ambiguous d

Hypotheses 1,4 ambiguous
No fit
Remeasurable
Unmeasurable
Total five-prong

7p -l-3x'3r
~p3m+3m' 7t (m, x )"'

n47r 3m' (mm: )
Hypotheses 2, 3 ambiguous d

No fit
Rem easurable
Unmeasurable
Total seven-prong

Total nine-prong

Pairs counted
Frames (for pair count)
Good frames

2936
3238
1707

83
0

681
5

35
183
387

9255

354
260

64
1.

40
0
5

43.
65

830

0
0
0
0
0-

12 294
1808

292 927

3281
4688
2286

108
9

2900
1

64
326
737

14 400

795
1194
429
45

528
1
8

101
235

3336

42
42
10
17

1
13

9
134

22 010
2784

452 239

'm O.
bThe number of events for hypothesis 4 does not include those events with a visible K decay

(7 at 2.8 GeV and 10 at 4.7 GeV for yp pK+K ).
'Includes events with unseen recoil protons.

Hypotheses 2, 3 ambiguous are not included in hypotheses 2 and 3 above (similarly for hy-
potheses 1,4 ambiguous).
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obtain scanning efficiencies.
The numbers of events found in the scan are

shown in Table II.

E. Measuring and Kinematical Reconstruction

Half the events were measured at SLAC and half
at LRL. SLAC used conventional measuring ma-
chines throughout, while the last two-thirds of the
first measurements at LRL were processed by
Spiral Reader II: The passing rate and resolution
were comparable to conventional measuring ma-
chines. When remeasurements were stopped, =2/0
of events remained to be remeasured. The frac-
tion of events that could not be measured due to
secondary scatters or track obscuration was =5/o
(see Table II).

At both laboratories the events were analyzed
using the geometrical 'reconstruction program
TVGP and the kinematics program SQUAW. " The
hypotheses attempted in SQUAW are given in Table
II. No constraint was placed on the incident photon
energy, the beam direction, as determined from
measurements of e'e- pairs, was assigned errors
of =+1 mrad in dip and azimuth. Hence, hypotheses
1, 4, and 5 have three constraints in the kinemat-
ical fit and 2 and 3 have no constraints. Fits were
accepted if they were compatible with the observed
bubble density. Three-constraint (3C) fits were
required to have kinematic )t'& 30 (see also the
theses of Moffeit" and Podolsky"); competing
zero-constraint (OC) fits were ignored.

The bubble-chamber magnetic field and the re-
construction procedure were checked by measur-
ing K decays; as shown in Fig. 3, the Z' mass is
correct to 0.2/o. The v'm mass resolution at the
K'mass is +5 MeV. The combined data for the two

energies are given in Fig. 3; we find no significant
differences between the two samples.

In order to compare the measurement and analy-
sis procedures at LRL and SLAC, the 2.8-GeV
three-pronged events measured at SLAC were re-

50
514 K DECAYS

measured on Spiral Reader II and processed
through the LRL analysis system. A comparison
of the two sets of measurements showed that fitted
angles and momenta, and such quantities as invar-
iant masses and decay angles, agreed within 1
standard deviation and that kinematic interpreta-
tions agreed for &99% of the events. ""

III. CROSS SECTIONS

A. Procedures

Using the number of e'e pairs together with the
known pair-production cross section on hydrogen
(o~„,), we obtain hadronic cross sections from

o(yp- hadrons) =(N,„,„„/N~;)v~,

The pair cross sections used in this paper are
given in Table III. They result from a calculation
by Knasel" and are I/O higher than the values used
in our earlier publications. ' ' The new values of
Knasel are claimed to be accurate to +0.5% and
have been verified to +1%."

To exclude events and pairs produced by nonbeam
photons originating in the bubble-chamber window
or hydrogen, the vertices of events and pairs used
for the final analysis are required to be within a
fiducial volume. This fiducial volume is defined
by a cylinder along the beam direction y given by

2 i/2
R = [x-x,(y)]'+ 2' &2 mm,

where xo(y) and zo(y) were obtained from a straight-
line fit to the vertex position of the events and

(x, y, z) is the vertex position of the individual
event or pair. Note that this expression takes ac-
count of the larger errors in the measurement of
depth in the bubble chamber (z direction). The
fraction of hadronic events outside the fiducial
volume was determined directly from the mea-
sured vertex distributions. The fraction of pho-

TABLE III. Cross sections for pair production on hy-
drogen, according to Knasel (Ref. 18), as a function of
photon energy, E&.

40
0)I- 30
UJ

20
O
CL lo—
Z'.

0 n~~i
480

~ M~~=+5 MeV

MKO

n ni. Il

500
M~+~— (MeV)

520

FIG. 3. Dipion mass from 514 ~ decays (combined data
of the two energies).

E& (GeV)

0.10
0.15
0.175
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90

(mb)

11.66
13.15
13.69
14.15
15.45
16,28
16.85
17.28
17.62,
17.88
18.10

E, (GeV)

1.0
1.25
1.5
1.75
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
8.0

10.0

0. (mb)

18.29
18.65
18.91
19.11
19.26
19.65
19.87
20.02
20.25
20.33



tons, and hence of pairs, with E&&0.5 QeV- out-
side the fiducial volume was calculated from the
vertex distribution of events fitting yp- pm'm us-
ing the known pair and event cxoss sections. For
pairs with E&& 0.5 GeV the cox x ection was found
from the vertex distribution of measured pairs.
These corrections were applied to the numbers
of pairs and hadronic events found in scanning
(Table II). Their values are given in Table IV.
For more details see Refs. 15 and 17.

The shaPe of the photon energy spectrum, for
E& &0.5 QeV, was found from the E& distribution
of events, within the fiducial volume, which fit
yp- pw w (SC fit). By inversely weighting this
spectrum by the previously measured cross sec-
tions for this channel" and assuming that the cross
section is constant in the energy region 2.4-3.3
GeV (4.1-5.3 GeV) for the 2.8-GeV (4.7-GeV) ex-
posures we obtain a more accurate shape of the

y spectrum than can be found using e'e pair mea-
surements, since bremsstrahlung gives rise to
large electron energy losses (cf. Fig. 1 of Ref. 1).
The error qn the photon energy determination for
the SC fit to yP-Pw'w is small (-1%) and so has
a negligible broadening effect on the spectra. For
E~& 0.5 GeV the measured paix energy spectrum
was used (corrected for the energy dependence of
the pair cross section) since this energy range is
below the threshold for 3C events. The photon
spectra obtained are shown in Fig. 2. The total
photon flux in any'given energy interval is then
detexmined from the total pair count, the pair-pro-
duction cross section, and the shape of the photon
spectrum. The numbers of events produced by
photons outside the enelgy limits given in Table I
were calculated using cross sections measured at

Topology

Three-prong

Five-prong

Seven-prong

1.3 + 0.2
-0.8 + 0.1
-1.5 + 0.2

-0.1 + 0.1
-0.6+ 0.3

0
-1.2 + 0.4
-1.9+0.4

2.7 + 0.2
-1.4+0.l
-7.7 + 0.4

0.0 + 0.5

0.3 + 0.2
-0.3+0.1
-4.5+0.4
-2.3 + 1.0
-3.2 + 0.2

-17 + 17

0 +2
-2.1+0.4
-7.0+ 0.6

lower energies. " The resulting corrections, given
in Table IV, are smaller than 10%. Thus our
cross sections are insensitive to the uncertainties
in the low-enexgy cross sections used.

Both wide-angle pair production (WAP), simulat-
ing hadronic events, and a reduced scanning effi-
ciency necessitate corrections to the channel yp
—pw'w- for

~
t

~
& 0.02 GeV' for 2.8 GeV (&0.1 GeV'

for 4.7 GeV). For ~t~&0.02 GeV' the corrections
were determined from the scan efficiency" and by
calculating the (small) WAP contamination. The
combined correction to the channel cross section

TABLE IV. Corrections in percent to be applied to the
events found in scanning (Table II) in order to obtain topo-
logical cross sections. The entries e, P, y, 6 denote
corrections fox". (0. ) scanning efficiency and wide-angle
pair contamination, (P) events outside the fiducial vol-
ume, (y) events outside the energy selection 2.4&E&& 3.3
GeV and 4.1&E&&5.3 GeV at E&

——2.8 and 4.7 GeV, (6)
events with undetected Dalitz pairs.

TABLE V. Topological cross sections (pb) for events selected in the intervals 2.4&E&& 3.3
GeV and 4.1&E&&5.3 QeV at 2.8 and 4.7 GeV, respectively. For completeness we include the
1.44-GeV cross sections from Ref. 1.

Topology E& =1.44 GeV E~ =2.8 GeV E~ =4.7 GeV

Three-prongb'

Five-prong'

seven-prong

%Nb visible
strange-particle decayc

85.6 + 3.7
0.2:+0.2

4.4+ 0.9

93.0 + 2;.2,

8.4 ~0.4

0.05 + 0.03

82.8 +X.9

19.l +0.7

8.7 + 0.4

One-prong d

Total

54.9+3.2
145.1+ 5.7

15.8 +1.2

'An N-prong event has N charged particles without detected strange-particle decay.
b Includes two-prong topology.

Based on 50% of total flux.
Based on 10% of the data (Hef. 1) and adjusted to the new' values of a~„,.
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is (1+ 1)% at 2.8 GeV [(3+1)%at 4.7 GeV]. For
~
t (&0.02 GeV' the scanning and WAP correction

were performed by an extrapolation of the mea-
sured t distribution for ~t~&0.02 GeV', assuming
that the t distribution is of the form e"', with g
depending on )If„„.The combined correction is
(-0.4+0.4)% at 2.8 GeV [(3.4+ 0.5)% at 4.7 GeV].

Scanning losses were found to be &1% for other
topologies except for one-prong events and strange-
particle decays.

B. Total and Topological Cross Sections

Using the numbers of events in Table II and the
corrections of Table IV we obtain the total and to-
pological cross sections given in Table V, The
one-prong cross section is based on 10% of the ex-
posure. '

Our total cross sections are in excellent agree-
ment with other photoproduction experiments, """
but are systematically (-10%) lower than those
from electron scattering. "

TABLE VI. Corrections in percent to be applied to the
3C fits of Table II in order to obtain channel cross sec-
tions. The entries 0. , P, y, D denote corrections for:
(0. ) scanning efficiency and wide-angle pair contamina-
tion; (P) events outside the fiducial region; (y) events
outside the energy selection; (6) uncertainty in event
selection.

Channel E& =2.8 GeV E& =4.7 GeV

pp ~p27r 2x G

P
7

Vp -p3m'3x

+0.7 + 0.6
103

2 %3

0

0.0
0.0

-0.60

+6.4 + 1.1
-2.8
-9.6

0 +2

0.3+ 0.2
-0.5
-5.7
-4.5

shown in Fig. 4 together with results from previous
bubble-chamber experiments. """ Our results
agree well with those of other experiments.

C. Channel Cross Sections

In this section we divide the above topological
cross sections into cross sections for various
channels (leading to 3C, OC, and underconstrained
fits). In the process the unmeasurable and un-

measured events of Table D are distributed among

the different channels in the same proportions as
the measurable events.

1. Three -Constraint Reactions

2. Zero -Constraint Reactions

I I I I I I I

This Experiment
ABBHHM

+ Annihilation

%e now discuss the cross-section determination
for channels with one or more neutral reaction
products, which have zero kinematic constraints

The reactions

PP ~ P7T TT

.yP-PK K

YP PPP x

PP PTT 7T 7l TT p

yp pK'K m'7r

PP PW TT 3 7T % 7T p

lO

b I

yp —pK+K

have only the beam energy unknown, and they were
selected by requiring that the 3C kinematic fit had
X'& 30 and that the mass assignments were consis-
tent with the observed ionization. The application
of these selection criteria left only a small num-

ber (& 1%) of ambiguities between competing 3C

hypotheses. The numbers of 3C fits selected are
given in Table II.""Cross sections were deter-
mined using the fiducial volume, energy, and

scanning corrections in Table VI. The cross sec-
tions for K'K production include visible E' or K
decays. The results are given in Table VII. The
cross sections for pm'm, pK'K, and ppp are also

O. l

4
E (GeV}

I

7 8

FIG. 4. Three-body cross sections from this experi-
ment, from the ABBHHM collaboration (Ref. 26), and

from the annihilation experiment (Ref. 28).
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TABLE VII. Channel cross sections (pb).

Channel

PK+K

-ppp

-P P'P-P'

—p x+g- (+ neutrals)

n x+x+w

-n P+7t+x t+ neutral(s)]

E =1.44 GeV (Ref. 27)

57.6+ 3.3

20.4 + 2.0

1.1+0.6
5.6+1.0
0.9+ 0.5

E =2.8 GeV

36.9+1.2
1.0 + 0.1

24.9 + 1.5
14.0 + 2.0

10.1+ 1.3

11.2 + 0.9

Z„=4.7 GeV

20.5+ 0.8

0.7+ 0.1

0.06 + 0.03

15.1+ 1.5
20.8 + 3.9

7.2+ 2.0

16.3+2.3

pp ~p 2'+ 21l'

pK+K x+n'

-p2x'2r x'

-p2x+2~ (+ neutrals)

~s 3P+21l'

n 37r+2n t+ neutral(s)]

4.1+ 0.3

0.01+0.01

3.2+ 0.3

0.2 + 0.15

0.4 + 0.07

0.2+ 0.08

5.1+0.3

0.3+ 0.06

7.0+ 0.6

3.2+ 0.7

1.6+ 0.5

1.6+ 0.3

-p3x'3F r'
-p 3m+3m (+ neutrals)

-n4~+3~-

n4x+3n [+ neutral(s)]

0:05+ 0.025 0.3 + 0.05

0.3 + 0.07

0.0+ 0.05

0.07 + 0.04

0.0+ 0.03

or are underconstrained. The experimental sam-
ple consists of all events which did not have an
acceptable 3C fit. We describe in detail the tech-
nique employed for the three-prong topology.
Other topologies were analyzed using a similar
technique.

For the three-prong topology we determine the
cross sections for the channels

yp- P7'P-P'

- pw'm (+ neutrals)

«np p p

- nw'v'v [+neutral(s)].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Kc~c -%mm )5y
&Kc~c

In order to separate the channels, events were
"fitted" to hypotheses (a) and (c) and, for each hy-
pothesis, a beam momentum was calculated. Chan-
nels (b) [(d)] when fitted as (a) [(e)] will yield too
low a beam momentum. A "fit" of hypothesis (c)
to an event of channel (a) may yield too high a
beam momentum; these high-beam-momentum hy-
potheses were partially eliminated by rejecting
interpretations with beam momentum, K,„„such
that

where K&,„

is the maximum beam momentum
[-8.0 GeV at 2.8 GeV (-5.0 GeV at 4.7 GeV); see
Eq. (1) of Sec. IIA] and 5K,„,is the error in K~, .

Events with acceptable OC "fits" were subdivided
into two classes depending on the observed bubble
density: (1) the unique class in which either a
proton was identified or all tracks were identified
as pions, (2) the ambiguous class containing all
other events. Both the unique and ambiguous
classifications include a small number of events
with K' tracks which could not be identified by bub-
ble density.

The separation into single-neuA al-particle and
multiple-neut al-particle channels was made us-
ing missing-mass plots. We used the measured
average photon energy to calculate the neutral
missing mass (MM) recoiling against the charged
particles. The MM distributions for unique and
ambiguous three- and five-prong events are
shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The distributions for
yp-pP+P MM and yp-P+P+P MM show clear peaks
at (MM) =M„o and (MM)2 =M„', respectively.

In order to obtain cross sections for yp-pP'P P'

and yp- nP'P'P, it is necessary to determine the
shape and magnitude of the background contribu-
tions to the missing-mass plots. The backgrounds
fall into two main classes: (1) the contamination of
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FIG. 5. Missing-mass-squared distributions. Three-prong events: (a) 2.8 GeV yp pm+ad MM, (b) 4.7 GeV yp
pm. +n. MM, (c) 2.8 GeV pp x+vr+x MM unique, (d) 2.8 GeV yp z+vr+m MM ambiguous, (e) 4.7 GeV yp 7I.+7t+x MM unique,
(f) 4.7 GeV yp &n+x MM ambiguous. The curves are a sum of model predictions for multineutral production and
background from misidentified events normalized to the data as explained in the text.

nw'w'w by pw'w w' and vice versa, (2) the contam-
ination of a four-body channel by five- and six-body
channels. Backgrounds of type (1) were estimated
from scatter plots of missing mass from pm'm MM
vs the missing mass from g'p'71 MM. In the cal-
culation of type (2) backgrounds we used informa-
tion from the five-prong channels pp'p'p z,

' Pm'w'm m m', and nm'w'w'm m . We assumed that
a w'w- pair is equivalent to a w'w' pair (p' produc-
tion is not important when averaged over all m'm

combinations) and that w p approximates w'n. Thus
omitting in turn each m'm pair from pg'p'g p, we

recalculated the event as. Pm'm-MM. Similarly,
pw'w (w'w )w' gives pw'w w'w'w', w'w'w (w p) gives
w'w'w (w n), and (w'w )w'w'w n gives w'w'w'w'w n (the
parentheses show the omitted particles)

To determine the over-all shape of the combined
backgrounds it is necessary to estimate the rela-
tive weights of the five- and six-body reactions.
We used our five-prong data and a statistical mod-
el, the isospin weights for which are given in
Table 11 of Ref. 29. The weights were derived as-
suming that the initial yP state is equivalent to

I p p) (3)'"
I
I = -',) —(-', )"'

I
I = -',) and neglecting reso-
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FIG. 6. Missing-mass-squared distributions. Five-prong events: (a) 2.8 GeV yp p7t+m+g 7I. MM, (b) 4.7 GeV

yp pn+7r+z z MM, (c) 2.8 GeV yp vr+z+~+7I 7I MM, (d) 4.7 GeV yp 7r+x+7r+7r 7r MM unique, (e) 4.7 GeV yp 7r+m+z+z x
MM ambiguous. The curves are a sum of model predictions for multineutral production and background from misiden-
tified events normalized to the data as explained in the text.

nance production in the final state. The relative
charge distribution among N-body states can then
be derived, e.g. , the expected ratio of pm'~'m p '.

pm'm m m '. nm'w'm m is 20:32:36. Similar ratios
are derived for six-body final states. "

We now discuss the characteristics of the back-
grounds for each channel, considering the nm'w'm

channel in greatest detail since the background is
more important for this channel than for the
pw'm w' channel.

(a) nw'w'w . Figure 5 shows that neutron miss-
ing-mass peaks occur in both the unique and am-
biguous events. For the unique events we used a
background of unique nw'w'w w and unique
nm'm'm w m added in the ratio predicted by the
model. We then normalized this background to
the number of events with (MM)'& 1.15 GeV'.
Normalization factors of 1.3 (1.5) relative to
the predictions of the model were required at 2.8
GeV (4.7 GeV), i. e. , there is apparently more
background from these channels than is predicted
by the model. As can be seen from Fig. 5 the
predicted (MM)' shape above the neutron peak
agrees with the data.

The ambiguous nm'm'm events present more
problems since there are two forms of background,

namely, that discussed above for the unique chan-
nel and that arising from ambiguous pm'm 7t and
ambiguous pw'w (+neutrals). The ambiguous
pw'w w' background was estimated quantitatively
from (MM)' scatterplots. " It yields a. small con-
tribution which peaks at missing masses below
M„. The shape of the ambiguous pw'w (+neutrals)
background was obtained from the five-prong
events using the model. The two types of multi, -
neutral backgrounds, namely, those with a proton
and those with a neutron, can be added either in
the ratios predicted by the model or in these ratios
multiplied by the normalizations of the correspond-
ing unique multineutral backgrounds. We used a
background corresponding to the average of these
procedures, although the background shape does
not depend strongly on the procedure used. The
combined multineutral background thus obtained
was normalized to the high-(MM)' data as before.
Figure 5 shows that these backgrounds provide
a good description of the (MM)' shape above the
neutron peak. Cross sections for the channel
nw'm'z were obtained by counting the number of
events above background up to a (MM)' of 1.2 GeV
(1.4 GeV') for 2.8 GeV (4.7 GeV) and using Monte
Carlo calculations~ to estimate the number of
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TABLE VIII. Corrections in percent applied to numbers of events in unconstrained reactions.

Energy 2.8 GeV 4.7 GeV

Low
energy~

Strange Scanning Dalitz
particle losses pair

Low Strange Scanning
energy' particle losses

Dalitz
pair

yp-pg'F 8
p Yr+7r (+ neutralS)

-n 7r+ 7r+ 7r

1.5+ 0.3 -2.5 + 1.0 1.3+0.3

1.5+ 0.3 1.3 + 0.3

—1.8 + 1.0 —2.5+ 2.5 1.5 + 0.3 0.0+ 2.0 -9.7+4.0 -5.5 + 5.5 1.3+0.3

0.0+ 0.5

0.0+ 1.0

n Yr+7r+7r t+ neutral(s)] -1.1+0.5 -1.7+ 1.7 1.5+ 0.3 0.0 + 2.0 —9.1+3.0 -3.6+ 3.6 1.3+0.3 0.0 + 1.0

yp -p2~+2&-9

p27r+27r (+ neutrals)

n3 Tr+27r

n3z'2'[+ neutral(s)]

0.0+2.0 -1.5+ 1.0
0.0+42.0 —7.8+4.5

0.0 + 2.0

0.0 + 25.0 —5.8 + 4.0

—6+6

-3+3

0.3 + 0.2 -10.0+4.0

0.3+0.2

0.3 +0.2 -9.0 + 4.0

0.3+0.2 -1.2+ 0.7

p37r+3vr (+ neutrals)

n4xr+3 x

n4&+3m t+ neutral(s)]

-12.5 + 12.5
—100.0 + 60.0

—100.0 + 200.0

For single-neutral channels the low-energy correction takes account of low-energy events falling within the missing-
mass cut. For multineutral channels the correction removes low-energy multineutral events and single-neutral events
falling outside the missing-mass cuts.

nm'w'w events above the limit.
Cross sections for multiple neutral production

were obtained from the unique events by subtract-
ing the estimated single neutral production cross
section from the total unique cross section. To
this cross section was added that corresponding to
the ambiguous events divided between the channels
in the ratio used in the background calculation
described above. Corrections were applied for
events produced by low-energy photons, strange-
particle contamination, scanning losses, and
Dalitz pairs"; these corrections are given in
Table VIII. The channel cross sections are given
in Table VII. The errors given in Table VII in-
clude an uncertainty of +50% in the amount of back-
ground.

(b) pw'w w'. From Fig. 5 it canbe seen that most
of the w peak is in the unique events. Consequent-
ly, the background determination is simpler than
for the nm'w'm channel. Background shapes were
deters. ined separately for the unique and ambigu-
ous fits and were normalized to the missing-mass
distribution for (MM)' ~ 0.2 GeV'. Normalization
factors of -3.0 (-2.0) relative to the prediction of
the statistical model were required at 2.8 GeV
(4.7 GeV) for the unique events Cross se. ctions
for single-m' production were obtained from the
number of events above background with (MM)'

&0.15 GeV'. Corrections for the high-(MM)' tail
and m events from low-energy photons were made
using Monte Carlo calculations. ' These calcula-
tions showed that the m peak should be symmetric
within statistics. Therefore, the number of m'

events with (MM)'&0. 15 GeV' was estimated from
the number of w' events with (MM)' & -0.11 GeV'.
Cross sections for the pw'w (+neutrals) channel
were obtained in the same manner as for the
nw'w'w I+neutral(s)] channel. Corrections for low-
energy events, strange-particle contamination,
scanning losses, and Dalitz pairs are given in
Table VIII. Cross sections are given in Table VII;
the errors, as before, include an uncertainty of
+50/~ in the amount of background.

(c) Comparison with other experiments. Figure
7 shows the three-prong OC cross sections" to-
gether with cross sections from an experiment
using an annihilation beam. " We find good agree-
ment between the experiments. "

IV. THE REACTION yp~pn+m: po AND

PRODUCTION

A. Introduction and Mass Distributions

In this section we give general characteristics
of the channel yP-Pm'm-. In Secs. IID and IIIA it
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was shown that event losses for this channel were
less than 3% for target to proton four-momentum
transfers squared, [tI, greater than 0.02 GeV'.
Below I iI =0.02 GeV' events were lost due to
scanning biases; contamination by wide-angle
electron pairs also occurred. Consequently, in
this section we discuss only events with ItI& 0.02
GeV . In addition, only events within the E inter-

y
vals given in Table I were used. "

In Figs. 8 (a) and (b) we show Dalitz plots for 2.8
GeV and 4.7 GeV, respectively. Chew-Low plots
for w'w, pw', and pw are given in Figs. 9(a}-9(f).
Mass projections with momentum-transfer cuts
for w'w, pw', and pw are shown in Figs. 10(a) and
10(b). From these figures it is evident that the
channel is dominated by peripheral p' and 6" pro-
duction. ""We discuss in Secs. IVB-IVD the
characteristics of p photoproduction and in Sec.
IV E 6"production. Upper limits for production
of high-mass vector mesons decaying into m'm are
given in Sec. IVF.

2. Double-LMfferential Cross Sections for Dipion
Production in the p Region

In Table IX we give he/b, tbM for the production
of all pion pairs of mass M, where AM is 40 MeV,
and for nine i intervals in the range 0.02&

I tI &0.4

6.0

PP P7T 7T

deduced without the use of a model which explains
this change of p' shape, we postpone the evaluation of
p' cross sections to Sec. IVC in which models of

p production are compared with the data.
In this section we make model-independent de-

terminations of (a) the differential cross sections
for the production of w'w pairs, (b) the character-
istics of the w'w angular distribution, and (c}the
cross section for the production of s-channel
helicity-conserving p-wave m'm pairs.

B. Model-Independent Study of Dipion and p

Meson Production
5.0

1. Introduction

From Fig. 10(a) it can be seen that the p does
not peak at the commonly accepted p' mass, '
does not have the shape of a p-wave Breit-Wigner
distribution, "and changes shape as a function of t.
Since cross sections for p production cannot be
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GeV'. In this momentum-transfer range the t dis-
tribution is well represented by the form Be"-'
where 8 =d'o/dtdM1, 0 and we present in Fig. 11
the values of A and B, obtained from a maximum-
likelihood fit, for intervals of the pp mass. The
value of J,"„'o'v BdM, corresponding to the pro-
duction of all dipion pairs in the p region, is 159
~8 pb/GeV (118+5 pb/GeV') at 2.8 GeV (4.7 GeV).
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3. Formalism for the Analysis of the Dipion
Angular Momentum States

We now discuss the angular distribution of pion
pairs in the w'm- zest system. As will be shown
below the pion pairs are in a predominantly p-wave
state, so for brevity we refer to them as po,

use the formalism of Refs. 34 and 35 which de-
scribes vector-meson production by polarized
photon s.

We consider the angular distribution of p decay
in three reference systems which differ in the
choice of the spin-quantization axis (z axis): the
Gottfried Jackson system, whe-re the e axis is the
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FlG. 10. Reaction yp ~+& . (a) m+71 mass distributions for different p intervals. The helicity-conserving p-wave

intensity P is shown by the points ~. The curves give the results of maximum-likelihood fits to the channel using the

parametrization method (dashed line) and the Soding model (solid line) described in Appendixes A and B, respectively.
(b) pn+ andpr mass distributions. The shaded histograms represent events with Ig& &„~1&0.4 Gevt and M + -& 1 GeV.
The curves are from a fit described in Appendix B.

dire'ction of the incident photon in the p rest sys-
tem; the helicity system, where the z axis is the
direction of the p' in the over-all (yp) c.m. system,
i. e., opposite to the direction of the outgoing pro-
ton in the p' rest system; and the Adair system,
where the z axis is along the direction of the inci-
dent photon in the over-all (yp) c.m. system. The

y axis is always normal to the production plane. "
For forward-produced p mesons, all three sys-
tems coincide.

Depending upon the production mechanism, the

p may be aligned in one of these three systems.
The system which gives the simplest description
of the p' is then: (1) the Gottfried-Jackson system
for t-channel helicity conservation (resulting from,
for example, J~=O' exchange with no absorption);
(2) the helicity system for s-channel c.m. helicity
conservation; (3) the Adair system for "spin inde-
pendence" in the s-channel c.m. system. ' Qne

of the objectives of the density-matrix analysis of
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Sec IVB is to determine the preferred system for
describing p photoproduction.

In all three systems the decay angular distribu-
tion for p mesons produced by linearly polarized

photons can be expressed in terms of nine inde-
pendent measurable spin-density-matrix param-
eters p,", (Refs. 34 and 35):

W(cos8, $, 4) =4 [-,'(1 —p,,}+-',(3p» —1)cos'8 —v 2Rep'„sin28cosp -p', , sin'8cos2p

—P cos24(p~» sin'8+ p,'o cos'8 —v 2 Rep'„sin28 cosp —p', , sin'8 cos2$}

-P sin24 (W21mp'I sin28 sing + Imp', , sin'8 sin2$)] . (2)

Here, P„is the degree of linear polarization of
the photon; 4 is the angle of the photon electric
polarization vector with respect to the production
plane measured in the over-all (yp) c.m. system;
8 and P are the polar and azimuthal angles of the
II' in the po rest frame. (See Fig. 12 and Ref. 36.)
In terms of helicity amplitudes, T» „,the density-
matrix parameters are given by' "'.

0 Z
Xy X~ ikg

2 V' 4
Pfk ~ "yTK x,-x &g x pkN y xg &y~'~

with

O
II

bW

'f p P7T+ 7T

700

600

500—
400—

E~=4.7 GeV
I I I I I

(b)

if

200

100—

0 I' I I

300—

I i igla1

I I I I I

(c)
I I I I I

E&=2.8 GeV

I I I I I

(a)

A= Q TI, Ixg, y y Ty. y i, x xNt
& )X )g&Xgy.

where A.„,A.y, X„denote the helicity of the out-
going proton, the photon, the target proton, re-
spectively, and X~., X~ the helicity of the pro-
duced p meson. The matrix elements p'„describe
the p decay in the case of an unpolarized beam;
the additional terms p', „andp';~ are measurable
with a linearly polarized photon beam. For further
details see Appendix C.

It has been shown that to leading order in ener-
gy, "'" the over-all production cross section (0}
may be split into noninterfering contributions cr",
0~ from natural and unnatural parity exchange in
the t channel by linear combinations of the density-
matrix parameters. "

We define P„the parity asymmetry, by

CU

I)
CD

ih
I II I II

0—

-5 I I

0,3 0.5 0.7 0.9 I. I

I I I I I

0.3 0.5 0.7 09 I.I

M~+~- (GeV)

FIG. 11. Reaction Vp prr+w . (a) and (b) dto jdtdMIt 0
for dipion production obtained from a maximum-likeli-
hood fit of the form. Be~~ to events in the t interval
0.02 & If (

&0.4 GeV . The solid curve is from a fit of the
form Breit-Wignerx Qf&/~ )" (see Sec. IVC3) in the
interval 0.6&M &0.9 GeV. (c) and (d) The slope, A, of
the invariant-momentum-transfer distribution of dipion
pairs as a function of dipion mass. The solid curve is
from the Soding model (Sec. 1V C 2 and Appendix 3).

FIG. 12. Angles used in the study of p decay. The angle
0. is zero in the Gottfried-Jackson system.
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N gU
0 gN+OU

I.O

At high energies
1Pg 2P1 -1 POO ' (4)

0.2 '-. :-,
O

—0.2 -,.: .:.

Note that P, is invariant under rotations around
the normal to the production plane; e.g. , it is the
same in the three systems described above. We
also point out that P, is sensitive to possible p'-
helicity or spin-flip terms (contributing to p,', )
which are not usually measured in counter experi-
ments. Counter experiments of the type of Refs.
40 and 41 measure the asymmetry Z defined as

1 1
Pl 1 Pl -1=

o o
O

II
+0 z P11 + Pl -1

(5)

Here OII and o~ are the cross sections for the pions
from symmetric p decay (0 =-,'v, Q

=-', m) to emerge
in the plan'e of the photon polarization (4 = —

2w) and
perpendicular to it (4 =0). When the helicity-flip
terms, poo pll poo pl -1 are zero, Z is equal to
P„.

The p decay distribution may be 'simplified if
we use the angle 0 = P —4 which, in the forward
direction, is the angle between the photon polari-
zation and the p decay plane. If the p production
mechanism conserves s-channel helicity, i.e. , the

p is transverse and linearly polarized like the
photon, then in the helicity system

(6)

The moments, Yp, of the Dipion System

p, , = -Imp,1

and all other p„in Eq. (2) are 0. In these circum-
stances 4 is the azimuthal angle in the helicity
system of the decay m' with respect to the p polar-
ization plane and the decay angular distribution is
proportional to sin'8 cos'4. The distribution of +
is also related to P if the helicity-flip terms are
zero: For 100% linear polarization the decay is
sin'icos'4 for P, =+1 while for P = —1 the decay
distribution is sin'8 sin'+.
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Figure 13 shows the distributions of the polar
angle 8 and the angle 4' in the helicity system for
events in the p' mass region (0.60-0.85 GeV) with

Itj& 0.4 GeV'. This figure shows that the p' decay
has a simple description in terms of 0 and 4 in the
helicity system, viz. , the p is well described by a
sin'8cos'4 angular distribution for It I

& 0.4 GeV'.
Consequently, in order to give an over-all descrip-
tion of the characteristics of the decay angular
distribution of the n'm system, we present in Fig.
14 the moment sums, +Re Y P (8,4 ), of the v'm

system in the helicity frame as a function of m'm

mass for It I
& 0.4 GeV'. Only those moments are

FIG. 13. Reaction yp pp at (a) 2.8 GeV and (b) 4.7
GeV, respectively. p-decay angular distributions in the
helicity system without background subtraction. The
curves are proportional to sin ez and (1+P& cos2+H).

shown which have a significant deviation from zero
in either the 2.8- or 4.7-GeV data; other moments
can be found in Ref. 17. From the moments we

conclude tha, t:
(a) Strong Y and Y,' moments are present in2 2

0the p region which follow the asymmetric p shape.
This and the small values of higher even moments
demonstrates that it is the p-wave part of the mass
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(c) At 4.V GeV, evidence exists for a Yso moment
which changes sign through the p' region. This mo-
ment may be interpreted as originating from the
interference of the p toith angular momentum states

spectrum that is skeered.
(b) Odd moments Y'„Yoare present throughout

the dipion mass range. These moments are due to
differences in the m+P and m P mass spectra and
consequently they result mainly from 6" produc-
tion. In addition, b" production gives rise to the
positive Y,' moment at large m'm masses.
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FIG. 14. Reaction yp ~+7r . The dipion moments

Yg (8), Y2 (8), ReY2 (8, C), Y3 (8), Y4 (8), Yg (8) in the
helicity frame as a function of M„+„-for 0.02 & It I

& 0.4
GeV2. The curves are obtained from the Soding model
(Sec. IVC2).

FIG. 15. Reaction yp prI'r . Helicity-frame density
matrix elements and parity asymmetry as a function of
dipion mass for 0.02& It) & 0.4 Gevs. The curves are
obtained from the Soding model.
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TABLE X. p density-matrix elements for the reaction yp pp .

~t~ &GeV&' 0.02-0.05 0.05-0.08 0.08-0.12 0.12-0.18 P.18-0.25 0.25-0.40 0.4-1.0

Ppp
0

pipo

0

poo
1

1

Rep«1

1

Impip2

Impi2

(a) E& =2.8 GeV, Gottfried-Jackson system

0.079 + 0.030 0.119+ 0.035 0.298 + 0.041 0.431+ 0.047 0.455 + 0.051 0.525 + 0.052 0.476+ 0.071

0.143+ 0,019 0.195+0.023 0.180+ 0.020 0.158+ 0.024 0.146 + 0.027 -0.002 + 0.027 -0.089+ 0.046

0.151+ 0.037 0.122 + 0.035 0.111+0.033 0.161+ 0.035 0.160+ 0.037 0.267+ 0.038 0.071+ 0.057

-0.140 + 0.056 -0.057+ 0.048 -0.231+0.071 -0.328 + 0.081 -0.390 + 0.085 -0.359+ 0.094 -0.483 + 0.118

0.Q91 + Q. 040 0.048 + 0.045 0.092 + 0.040 0.114+ 0.037 0.208 + 0.042 0.212 + 0.045 0.134+ 0.067

-0.085 + 0.035 -0.170+ 0.033 -0.167+0.029 -0.113+0.037 -0.111+ 0.042 -0.059 + 0.042 0,119+ 0.067

P.505+ P.P45 0.414 + 0.055 0.358+ 0.039 0.270 + 0.046 0.258 + 0.047 0.125+ 0.060 0.246 + 0.088

0.136+ 0.035 0.249 + 0.040 0.229 + 0.032 0.274+ 0.034 0.259+ 0.042 0.341+ 0.033 0.094 + 0.073

-0.462 + 0.036 —0.417+ 0.053 -0.254 + 0.058 -0.240 + 0.054 -0.244 + 0.058 -0.046 + 0.040 -0.095 + 0.091

poo
0

Rep 1p

0

ppp
1

1

Rep 1p

1

Impip
2

Imp 1

(b) E& =2.8 GeV, helicity system

-0.045 + 0.030 -0.034 + 0.033 0.021+0.029 0.026 + 0.036 0.016+0.042 -0.071+ 0.042 0.173+ 0.064

0.013+ 0.018 -0.032 + 0.020 0.008 + 0.023 0.026 + 0.027 -0.028 + 0.026 0.112+ 0.027 0.140+0.043

0.078 + 0.037
(

-0.061+ 0.056

0.027+ 0.040 -0.024 + 0.041 -0.045 + 0.040 -0.052 + 0.048 -0.001+ 0.047 -0.079 + 0.060

0.018+ 0.059 -0.036 + 0.047 -0.015+0.055 0.041+ 0.059 0.172 + 0.063 -0.088 + 0.108

0.042 + 0.046 0.001+ 0.050 -0.008+ 0.042 -0.049 + 0.050 -0.011+ 0.054 -0.050 + 0.061 -0.073 + 0.079

0.015+0.030 0.071+ ')30 0.026+ 0.037 -0.009 + 0.039 0.004 + 0.037 -0.037 + 0.042 -0,138+ 0.062

0.539 + 0.044 0,453+ 0.052 0.458+ 0.043 0.427+ 0.050 0.484 + 0.064 0.355 + 0.062 0.457+ 0.085

-0.050 + 0.034 0.012+0.040 0.012+0.034 0.016+0.037 -0.073+ 0.044 0.036+ 0.031 -0.070+ 0.064

-0.496 + 0.039 -0.551 + 0.053 -0.427 + 0.054 -0.445 + 0.049 -0.424 + 0.058 -0.465 + 0.043 -0.157+0.101

Ppp
0

Rep 1p
0

0

poo

1

Repiip

Imp i 0

Imp21

-0.023 + 0.029
1

0.063 + 0.019

-0.029+ 0.033

(c) E& =2.8 GeV, Adair system

0.066 + 0.032 0.114+ 0.043 0.084 + 0.040 0.238 + 0.040 0.512 + 0.073

0.060 + 0.019 0.104+ 0.022 0.141+0.023 0.129+ 0.030 0.237+ 0.030 0.115+ 0.041

0.088 + 0.037 0.030 + 0.040 -0.002 + 0.039 —0.001+ 0.039 -0.020 + 0.045 0.152 + 0.045 0.091+ 0.055

-0.071+ 0.055 0.039 + 0.054 -0.052 + 0.054 -0.084 + 0.071 -0.054 + 0.056 -0.027+ 0.071 -0.442 + 0.123

0.048 + 0.044 -0.009 + 0.049 0.001+ 0.042 —0.015+ 0.049 0.038 + 0.050 0.051 + 0.048

-0.026 + 0.033 -0.019+ 0.031 -0.064 + 0.034 -0.114+ 0.034 -0.148 + 0.044 -0.202 + 0.046

0.105+ 0.066

-0.168 + 0.062

0.531+ 0.043 0.464 + 0.053 0.450 + 0.043 0.392 + 0.049 0.438 + 0.059 0.258 + 0.063 0.276 + 0.087

0.008 + 0.035 0.096 + 0.041 0.099 + 0.032 0.132 + 0.035 0.063 + 0.044 0.195+ 0.035 ' 0.007 + 0.074

-0.499 + 0.038 -0.531+ 0.051 -0.405 + 0.056 -0.404 + 0.051 -0.427 + 0.058 -0.372 + 0.035 -0.155+ 0.086

with spin ~ 3.
(d) No significant moments, other than those

associated with a P-wave system or the 4", exist
in the p region. This indicates a negligSle in-
coherent background under Are p'.

5. The Density Matrix Elements of-the LhPion
and p' States: Determination of p' Production

ProPerti es

In Sec. IVB4 we found that, with the exception of
4" reflections, the mm angular distributions are

p-wave dominated. We therefore use the p-wave
formalism of Eq. (2) and show in Fig. 15 the helic-
ity-frame density-matrix elements and P„
determined by the method of moments, as a func
tion of mn mass These plo. ts indicate that the p'
region is characterized by P, = 1 and p,', = -Imp',
0.5 with other p,.", close to zero [see Eg. (6)]. Devia-
tions from these values become apparent at high wm

masses where we observe primarily the 4" reflec-
tion. Deviations at low mm masses are discussed
in Sec. IVC 2.
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TABLE X (Continued)

~
t

~
(Gev)2 0.02-0.05 0.05-0.08 0.08-0.12 0.12-0.18 0.18-0.25 0.25-0.40 0.4-1.0

poo
0

Repio

0

poo
1

1

Repio

1

Impio

Imp21

0.143+ 0.029

(d) E =4.7 GeV, Gottfried-Jackson system

0.227+ 0.036 0.312+0.038 0.357+ 0.033 0.474+ 0.047 0.577+ 0.044 0.476+ 0.064

0.158+ 0.016 0.234 + 0.020 0.148 + 0.021 0.167+ 0.019 0.114+ 0.022 0.017+ 0;027 -0.029 + 0.036

0.066+ 0.029 0.082 + 0.033 0.133+ 0.032 0.148 + 0.030 0.229 + 0.036 0.199+ 0.026 0.077 + 0.048

-0.172+0.041 -0.187+0.054 -0.245+0.060 -0.315+0.056 -0.554+0.063 -0.338+0.085 -0.377+0.095

0.061+ 0.037 0.083 + 0.038 0.119+0.036 0.147 + 0.031 0.193+ 0.035 0.195+ 0.036 0.157+ 0.048

-0.117+ 0.028 -0.179+ 0.029 -0.159+ 0.029 -0.196+ 0.033 -0.186+ 0 ~ 028 -0.111+ 0.045 0.064 + 0.051

0.521+ 0.037 0.302 + 0.044 0.416+ 0.038 0.302 + 0.037 0.259 + 0.049 0.273 + 0.041 0.269 + 0.059

0.152 + 0.026 0.202+ 0.029 0.277+ 0.033 0.301+ 0.025 0.305 + 0.036 0.249 + 0.039 0.256 + 0.051

-0,326 + 0.044 -0.413+0.042 -0.343 + 0.043 -0.278 + 0.037 -0.158+ 0.047 -0.090 + 0.051 0.164+ 0.076

poo
0

Rep 10

0

1
poo

1

Repiio

Imp210

Impi2

0.548+0.039 0.420+0.054 0.521+0.036 0.484+0.038

0.014 + 0.024 -0.023 + 0.030 -0.002+ 0.027 -0.028 + 0.028

0.563 + 0.050 0.434 + 0.051 0.390 + 0.065

0.009 + 0.031 -0.007 + 0.039 0.099 + 0.056

-0.388 + 0.047 -0.475 + 0.042 -0.508+ 0.047 -0,510+0.038 -0.470 +'0.051 -0.344 + 0.054 -0.366 + 0.069

(e) E& =4.7 GeV, helicity system

-0,009+ 0.022 -0.037 + 0.025 0.027 + 0.031 0.021 + 0.029 -0.002 + 0.035 0.062 + 0.028 0.208 + 0.054

0.009 + 0.018 0.001+0.019 0.010+ 0.023 -0.024 + 0.019 0.031+ 0.023 0.067+ 0.027 0.043 + 0.037

-0.001+ 0.031 -0.064 + 0.041 -0.003 + 0.035 -0.031+ 0.033 -0.006 + 0.044 -0.052 + 0.042 -0.048 + 0.056

-0.087 + 0.038 0.052 + 0.032 -0.051+ 0.043 -0.001+ 0.045 0.054 + 0.045 -0.049 + 0.057 -0.140 + 0.078

0.018+ 0.039 -0.035 + 0.041 0.025+ 0.039 -0.020 + 0.039 -0.105+ 0.047 0.048 + 0.048 0.040+ 0.055

0.033+ 0.027 -0.022 + 0.028 -0.001+0.037 0.008 + 0.028 -0.007 + 0.028 0.018+ 0.046 -0.076+ 0.053

poo
0

Rep 10

0

poo
I

Repio
1

Impi 0

Impi2

(f) E& =4.7 GeV, Adair system

0.005 + 0.023 -0.014 + 0.028 0.059 + 0.032 0.044+ 0,030 0.079 + 0.038 0.207 + 0.041, 0.320 + 0.056

0.056 + 0.01V 0.078 + 0.019 0.081+ 0.023 0.074 + 0.018 0.135+ 0.023 0.170+ 0.021 0.092 + 0.035

0.005 + 0.031 -0.054 + 0.040 0.014+0.034 -0.022 + 0.033 0.036 + 0.042 0.021 + 0.040 0.002 + 0.056

-0.086 + 0.038 0.017+0.038 -0.073 + 0.045 -0.032+ 0.050 -0.030 + 0.047 -0.072 + 0.077 -0.296+ 0.078

0.017+ 0.039 —0.019+ 0.041 0.035 + 0.038 -0.003 + 0.039 0.059+ 0.045 -0.061+ 0.047 0.120+0.052

-0.008+0.028 -0.085+0.028 -0.067+0.036 -0.084+0.027 -0.162+0.028 -0.072+0.040 -0.105+0.048

0.550 + 0.038 0.405 + 0.053 0.507+ 0.037 0.466 + 0.038 0.519+ 0.050 0.419+ 0.050 0.306 + 0.072

0.049 + 0.024 0.036 + 0.030 0.078+ 0.029 0.070 + 0.027 0.114+ 0.031 0.091+ 0.040 0.225 + 0.056

-0.382 + 0.047 -0.472 + 0.042 -0.498 + 0.046 -0.499 + 0.040 -0.441 +0.050 -0.320 + 0.052 -0.233 + 0.072

We have determined the density-matrix elements
for the p taking the background into account through
a maximum-likelihood fit including p, 6", and
phase-space contributions. (See Appendix A. )
This method was checked by evaluating the p,-~ by
the method of moments inside and outside of the p
region and estimating the contribution of the back-
ground from the values outside the p' region.
%within errors, the same results were obtained. 4'

Even if all events in the mass region 0.60&I„
& 0.85 GeV are used without background subtrac-

tion the values of the p, ~ do not change by more
than at most 1 standard deviation r from the fit the
combined 6"and phase-space background in the
p region was found to be & 5Q (&2%) for

~
t

~

&0.25
GeV' rising to 21% (7/q) in the interval 0.4 & ~t~

& 1.0 GeV' at 2.8 GeV (4.7 GeV)]. This indicates
that the p density-matrix parameters, with the
present errors, are insensitive to the assumed
form of the background.

Figure 16 and Table X show the density-matrix
parameters evaluated in the Gottfried-Jackson,
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(2) The p,.", in the Adair system also vary signifi-
cantly with t. This excludes the hypothesis of spin
independence in the total c.m. system for p produc-
tion. '7

(3) In the kelicity system the p helicity-flip con-
tributions are zero within errors up to ~t~ =0.4
GeV'. In other words, the p production mechanism
is consistent with the conservation of s-channel
c.m. helicity for ~t~&0.4 GeV'. More specifically,
we have shown that there is no significant helicity
flip at the yp vertex; in the absence of a measure-
ment of the nucleon polarization we cannot deter-
mine whether the nucleon vertex conserves helic-
ity. There are indications that s-channel helicity

helicity, and Adair systems as a function of t.
Note that the p density-matrix elements can be
expressed in terms of bilinear combinations of
helicity or spin amplitudes and that, for example,
p00 and p,', rec eive contributions only from p heli c-
ity-flip or spin-flip amplitudes [cf. Eq. (3), Ap-
pendix C, and Ref. 35].

Vfe conclude the following from the behavior of
the p,.„..

(1) The density-matrix parameters vary rapidly
with t in the Gottfried-Jackson system T.he t-
channel helicity-flip amplitudes increase rapidly
with increasing lit~I. This behavior rules out t-
channel helicity conservation. ""

( b ) 4.7 GeV y p ~ pp'

G.—Z. HE L IC ITY ADA I R

(a) 2.8 GeV yp pt
'

G.—Z. HE LIC ITY ADP I R
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FIG. 16. Reaction yp pp . The spin-density-matrix parameters as a function of g in the Gottfried-Jackson, helicity,
and Adair systems.
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is conserved in mp elastic scattering however~;
factorization would then suggest that s-channel
helicity conservation holds over-all for the reaction
yp- pp'. However, we must point out that while
our data are consistent with helicity conservation
at the yp vertex, within errors there is still room
for an admixture ot' p' helicity-flip amplitudes. '4

The fact that the helicity-flip contributions are
at a minimum in the helicity system is further dem-
onstrated in Fig. 17. A maximum-likelihood fit
was made to determine the angle P through which a
density matrix, corresponding to no helicity flip,
must be rotated to give the best fit to the angular
distribution in the helicity frame. " Figure 17
shows P, measured about the normal to the pro-
duction plane, as a function of t together with lines
indicating where the data points should fall if the
flip terms were minimal in the Gottfried-Jackson
(GJ), helicity (H), Adair system (A). For ItI &0.4
GeV', the helicity system is clearly preferred;
at larger Iti some s-channel helicity-flip ampli-
tudes seem to be present.

In Fig. 18 I', and Z are shown as a function of t.
We see that p production is completely dominated
by natural parity exchange up to t =1 GeV'. Aver-
aging P, over the range It I

& 1 GeV' we find the
contribution from unnatural parity exchange to be
(3.1+3.1Ptt at 2.8 GeV [(-1.1 + 2.8)%%up at 4.7 GeV].
Our values of Z are in agreement with measure--
ments made at DESY and Cornell. "'"

In summary, p photoproduction via yp pp pro-
ceeds almost completely through natural parity ex-
change and is consistent with helicity conservation
in the s-channel c.m. system up to Iti =0.4 GeV'.

Furthermore, t -channel helicity conservation and
"spin independence" in the c.m. system are clearly
ruled out.

which may be expressed in terms of spherical har-
monics as

yp Pp

Ey=2.8 GeV E,=4.7Gev

8. Cross Section for s Cha-nnel
Heli city -Conserving p-8'ave Dzpion States

In order to obtain a cross section for p-wave di-
pion production in the p' mass region it is neces-
sary either to determine directly the amount of p
wave present from an analysis of the wm angular
distribution or, from a knowledge of the p' mass
shape, to deduce which part of the mw mass spec-
trum is p'. The latter procedure requires the use
of a model to describe the p' mass shape in photo-
production and is discussed in Sec. IV C. Here,
we determine a model-indePendent cross section
for p-wave mw pairs. We make use of the result of
Sec. IV B5 that the production mechanism for P-
wave tttt pairs conserves s-channel helicity at the
ytttt vertex for ItI &0.4 GeV' and so yields pion
pairs in a well-defined spin state. This implies
(see Sec. IVB 3) that the decay angular distribution
for P-wave pion pairs is given in the helicity sys-
tem by

W(8,4') =—(sin'8+P sin 8cos2@),

I

E =2.8GeV

0.4

0.2(/)

0 I

~~ -0.2
~ -0.4

-0.6

Ey=4.7 GeV

-0.8
—I,O

0.5

GJ

10 0
Itl (GeV2)

I

0,5
I

I.O

FIG. 17. Reaction yp ppo. The angle p for rotation
about the normal to the production plane of the p density
matrix from the helicity frame into the "minimum-flip"
system as a function of p. The curves marked H, A, GJ
show where the data points would lie if the minimum-flip
system were the helicity, Adair, and Gottfried-Jackson
frame, respectively.

b b
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FlQ, 18. Reaction yp pp . The parity asymmetry,
&, and the asymmetry, Z, as a function of t . The points
labeled DESY and Cornell are from Refs. 40 and 41, re-
spectively.
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TABLE XI. Reaction yp px+x . Dipion total cross sections, differential cross sections at t =0, and slope of differ-
ential cross sections (assuming the forms do/dt l, 2e"' and do/dt lt 2e~' '

) from the intensity of the c.m. s-channel helic-
ity-conserving P-wave state, II, from the parametrization technique, and: from the SMing model. The values of
do/dtl, 2, A, and B were determined from fits to the differential cross section (see Table XII) for ltl& 0.4 GeV2. The
errors for the SMing model do not include the systematic uncertainties in the model assumptions used.

o' (pb)

From
II

18.6+ 1.1

Ey =2.8 GeV

From
parametriz ation

21.0 + 1.0

From
Soding model

18.6 + 1.0

From
rl

14.5 + 1.0

E& =4.7 GeV

From
parametrization

16.2 + 0.7

From
Soding model

15.9 + 0.7

(pb/GeV2) 144 + 12
do'

dt t=o

A (GeV ) 7.5 + 0.6

8.5 + 1.9
8 (GeV 4) 3.1+ 5.3

(pb/GeV ) 154 + 20do
dt , 0,

A (GeV 2)

138 + 8

6.6+ 0.3

153 + 15

8.2 + 1.3
4.3+ 3.4

5 4+ 0.3 7.6 + 0.5

do' do' g 2
Using —= — e t+~'

dt dt

104 + 1498 +10

4.4+ 1.3
-2.5 + 3.4

6.8+ 2.0

-2.2 + 5.5

do do'
Using —=— e~t, o

104 + 6 109 + 8 114 + 6

7.2 + 0.3

128 + 12

8.9 + 1.2
4.4 + 2.9

94 + 6

5.9+ 0.3

91 +10

5.5 + 1.3
-1.2 + 3.3

1 0 1
+(el+) (4s)1/2 FO(6) (20&)t/2 2(

1/2
Re I'22(6, 4 ).

& 40m

Y', is least affected by background due to its 4 de-
pendence. Consequently, we have determined II,
the s -channel helicity-conserving p-wave cross
section from

1 40m '", 2.5II=-
Py 3 Q Rel'2= ' p sin 8cos24', (I)2

where the summation is over all events.
The dots marked on the histograms of Fig. 10(a)

show II as a function of M for different t inter-
vals. We notice that in the p' region II accounts
for nearly all events and is zero within errors
above M, „=1GeV. This shows that the background
does not contribute to Y,' and indicates the absence
of high-mass helicity-conserving p-wave states.
The total helicity-conserving p-wave cross sec-
tion (corrected for the interval ltd &0.02 GeV')
(Ref. 46) is given in Table XI; the differential II
cross section is given in Table XII and Fig. 19.

TABLE XII. Reaction yp px+x . Dipion differential cross sections, do/dt (1(cb/GeV2), determined from the intensity
of the c.m. s-channel helicity-conserving p-wave state, II, the parametrization technique, and the Soding model.

Itl (GeV )

From
II

E& ——2.8 GeV

From From
parametrization Soding model

From
rr

E~ =4 7 GeV

From From
parametrization Soding model

0.02 -0.05
0.05 -0.075
0.075-0.10
0.10 -0.15
0,15 -0.20
0.20 -0.25
0.25 -0.30
0.30 -0.35
0.35 -0.40
0.40 -0.50
0.50 -0.70
0.70 -1.0
1.0 -1.5
1,5 -2.5

120 + 11
88 +10
67 +10
56 + 6
36 + 5
29 + 4
19 + 4
15 +4
7.7 + 3.0
4.8+ 1.5
3.2+ 0.8
1.0 + 0.6
0.7 + 0.4
0.0+ 0.17
0.0 + 0.11

86 +7
73 +7
64 +7
51 +4

29 +4
24 +3
19 +3
13 k2
6.7+ 1.4
2.8 + 0.8

121 +9
92 +8
74 +7
55 +4
43 +4
33 +3
21 +3
17 k2
12 +2
5.6+ 1.1
2.6+ 0.6

2.2 + 0.4
0.74 + 0.2
0.0 + 0.09
0.23 6 0.08

84
66 +7
53 +6
44 +4
36 +4
16 +3
13
9.0 + 2.2
6.7 + 1.8
5.5 + 1.1
0.6 + 0.5
0.9 + 0.3
0.15 +0.2
0.20 + 0.09
0,015+ 0.013

98 +9 79 +8
75 +5 63 +5
56 +5 54 +5
45 +3 45 +3
35 +3 36 +3
19 +2 22 +2
18 +2 21 +2
11 +1 14 +2
8.4 + 1.0 9.4 + 1.5
5.7+ 0.6 6.4+ 0.9
2.2 +0.3 2.6 + 0.5

0.77 + 0.16
0.33 + 0.08
0.07 +0.03
0.016+ 0.008
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p-WAVE INTENSITY (Ij)
WITH (Mp/Mvv)" t

So ding Mode I

l I
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FIG. 20. Fitted values for p (t) using the parametrization
(I&/M~p(~). (For details see Appendix A.)

IOO I I I I

(b)

IO

CU

I

=0

I I I I

(d)

O.OI

1. The Boss-Stodolsky Model

The Ross-Stodolsky model4' suggests that the p'
Breit-Wigner form should be multiplied by the fac-
tor (M~/M«)4 to explain the mass shift for small
ItI (Sec. IVB 1). In order to test this we have
made a maximum-likelihood fit (described in Ap-
pendix A) in which the p' Breit-Wigner form

I Eq.
(A2) of Appendix A] is multiplied by (M~/M„)".
We have determined n for different t intervals
using fitted values M~ = 764 geV and I" .=143 MeV."
These values for the p' mass and width were ob-
tained by a fit to all events with 0.02 & Iti &0.4 GeV'
allowing for a linear variation of n with t. Figure
20 shows n as a function of t. We find that ne 5
for t=0 and reduces to zero for ItI &0.5 GeV'.
From this we conclude that a t-independent Ross-

I I I I I I I I I I I

4 5 6 7 8
Itl (GeV2)

FIG. 19. Reaction yp pp . Differential cross sections
as a function of t for the helicity-conserving p-wave
contribution g(&), for p production as obtained from fits
with the Soding model (O) and from the parametrization
(M /M )"(~) (CI). The shaded regions are shown above on

I0

an expanded expanded scale.

W'e emphasize that II is not necessarily a p0 cross
section since nonresonant, helicity conserving,
p-wave ww pairs may be present as a coherent
background.

C. Determination of the p Production Cross

Section by the Use of Models

TABLE XIII. Cross sections for yp
and parity asymmetry, P~, for yp b++m-.

Ey
(GeV) (Vb)

o~4+go-p&-)
(pb)

P~
it J& o.s Gev'

2.8
4 7

3.6 + 0.4
1.0 + 0.1

0.5 + 0.2
0.16+ 0.09

-0.27 + 0.12
-0.53+ 0.15

Stodolsky factor multiplied into a p-wave Breit-
Wigner form does not describe the data. However,
as seen from Fig. 10, our parametrization with a
t-dependent exponent does provide a good descrip-
tion of the mass spectrum. Consequently, we may
use this parametrization to fit the yp-pm m Dal-
itz plot and determine the amount of phase-space-
like background and 6 production. We found the
6 cross sections listed in Table XIII and 5.7~0.7
p. b at 2.8 GeV (3.1+0.3 p, b at 4.V GeV) for the
phase-space-like background. By assuming that
the remaining Part of the channel is po we can de-
duce a p' cross section which we refer to as the
parametrization cross section. We have checked
that the parametrization cross section is insensi-
tive to the Breit-Wigner form used and to varia-
tions of n by +1; in fact, a constant n=4 gives
essentially the same p' cross section. Consequent-
ly, the parametrization cross sections may be
directly compared with previous track-chamber
results.

The total~' and differential parametrization cross
sections are given in Tables XI and XII, respec-
tively, and the differential cross section is plotted
in Fig. 19.

2. The Soding Model

The Soding model explains the p' mass shift in
terms of an interference between a diffractively
produced p' and a Drell-type background. 4'" The
details of the model are given in Appendix B. In

applying the model to our data we have made the
following modifications to the original version of
the model4'

(1) The direct p' production was made s-channel
helicity-conserving in order to agree with our ex-
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perimental observations.
(2) We added incoherently into the Drell term

those mp scattering amplitudes that result in a spin
flip of the proton.

(3) It has recently been pointed out that in adding
the P-wave part of the Drell term to the p' "dou-
bling counting" may occur. This can be avoided by
adding a rescattering term to the Drell background
which is equivalent to multiplying the Drell ampli-
tude by e' cosh, where 5 is the phase shift for
I=1, l=1 zz scattering. ' " All Soding-model cal-
culations in this paper use this correction. The
addition of the rescattering term introduces an
ambiguity into the definition of the p' cross section.
The p' amplitude may be defined either as that re-
sulting from the direct diffractive process [dia-
gram (a} of Fig. 29], or, as the sum of this am-
plitude and the rescattering term [diagram (c) of
Fig. 29]; this point is discussed in more detail in
Appendix B. The cross sections given in the text
originate from the first definition of the p ampli-
tude. For cross sections using the second defini-
tion see Appendix B.

(4) As will be discussed below, b,"production
cannot be entirely accounted for by a simple one-
pion-exchange (OPE} diagram like the Drell term;
consequently, the 6"was taken out of the Drell
term and was fitted incoherently.

(5) In calculating the Drell term, we tried dif-
ferent form factors for the i-p vertex, namely,
the Ferrari-Selleri form factor, "the Benecke-
DQrr form factor, " and no form factor. The p'
masses, widths, and cross sections given in this
section are from fits with the Ferrari-Selleri
form factor. Results from the other fits are given
in Appendix B.

In applying the model to the data we first deter-
mined the p' mass, M, its width, 1, and the
slope, A, of the momentum-transfer distribution
in the interval 0.02 & Itl & 0.4 GeV'. In this fit we
varied the amount of Soding amplitude, a~ [see
Eq. (Bl) of Appendix B], the ratio of the p' to Drell
amplitudes, Y, and the amount of 6". We found
M =767+4 MeV (770+4 MeV), I' =145+10 MeV
(155+10 MeV), and A~ =6.0+0.3 GeV-'(6. 3 +0.3
GeV ') at 2.6 GeV (4.7 GeV). In subsequent calcu-
lations in smaller momentum-transfer intervals,
M, 1'~, and A were held constant at the values
given above and a~, Y, and the amount of 4'+ were
fitted. The fitted values of the ratio of p-to-Drell
cross sections, oz/oD, derived from Y, are shown
in Fig. 21 as a function of t. The curves give the
t dependence of o /o~ calculated using the absolute
prediction of the Drell intensity and the fitted total
p' cross section, o ~. The ratio o ~/oD as given by
the model is too small by a factor of 2 for the
Ferrari-Selleri form factor used here, while it is

---- Benecke —Durr Ferrari -Selleri

I I I

80 Ey= 2.8 GeV Ey=4.7 GeV

60 -'i--
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40
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0
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I
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0.5 1.0

FIG. 21. The fitted ratio of the p to Drell cross sec-
tions, o (t)/0~, 1 (t). The solid (dashed) curves show
the predictions of the Boding model with the Ferrari-
Selleri (Qenecke-Durr) form factor. Note that the Drell
amplitude does not include ~++ production.

approximately correct for the Benecke-Durr form
factor.

The Soding model describes well the p'g mass
shapes and their variation with t [solid lines of
Fig. 10(a)] and consequently the related dependence
of the exponential slope of the t distribution on the
v'v mass [solid lines of Figs. 11(c) and 11(d)].
The solid lines in Figs. 14 and 15 show the mo-
ments, and p;~ predicted by the model. The pre-
dicted moments agree well with the data. We note
that the shape of the Y4 moment is reproduced by
the model indicating that the Drell term describes
well both the 1 and 3 backgrounds in the p' re-
gion. Figure 15 shows that the model accounts for
the variation of p&„asa function of gg mass; the
behavior of the p,„below (above} the p' peak is
mainly determined by the Drell term (6++ reflec-
tion).

We have calculated the dipion density matrices
for the Soding model in the region ltl & 0.4 GeV' and
have found that the model does not account for the
lack of helicity conservation in this region. In the
framework of the model, therefore, we attribute
the lack of helicity conservation of the dipion sys-
tem at large ltl to the p' production mechanism
rather than to the influence of the Drell, 6", and
phase-space background terms.

The total 6 and differential p' cross sections ob-
tained by fitting the Soding model to our data are
given in Tables XI and XII, and in Fig. 19. The
errors shown are statistical and do not reflect the
uncertainties inherent in the model. These uncer-
tainties are discussed in Sec. IV C 3. Two features
should be noted, namely, that the differential cross
section for p production, at t =0, and the slope of
the momentum-transfer distribution, are both low-
er than those obtained from II or the parametri-
zation method.
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3. A Phenomenolog7, 'cal Check of the
Soding-Model Cross Sections

The question now arises as to how much the So-
ding-model cross sections and slopes may be in
error due to uncertainties in the Soding model.
Some of these uncertainties are as follows: (a)
lack of knowledge of the pe shape; (b) lack of knowl-

edge of the sp form factor; (c) possible corrections
to make the model gauge-invariant; (d) the possi-
bility of exchanges other than one-pion exchange
(as will be shown in Sec. IV E exchanges other than
OPE are needed to explain A" production). Point
(b) was checked by repeating the fits with the Ben-
ecke-Durr form factor" and with no form factor.
Although this resulted in changes in the fitted p'
width, the forward p' cross section and the p' mass
remained the same within 1 standard deviation
(see Appendix B). Uncertainties (c) and (d} imply
that the Drell background may be unknown to a
greater extent than allowed for by form-factor var-
iation.

Uncertainties (a)-(d) lead us to an alternative,
more phenomenological approach. " If the p' mass,
M~, and width, I', are taken from other experi-
ments, the p' cross section may be deduced from
the value of the double-differential cross section
for dipion production atM=M, since the rescat-
tenng correction )Fig. Z9(c)j implies that the p
wave Part of the Drell background should vanish.
at the p nzass. 50"

To determine the p' cross section at ]=0 using
this method: (a) We have fitteda smooth interpo]a-
tion curve of the form Breit-Wigner x (M /M }" to

the dipion cross section d'o/dtdM~, , of Table IX
for dipion pairs in the region 0.6 & M„&0.9 QeV.
In the fit we varied n and the mass and width of the
p'; as seen from Figs. 11(a) and 11(b), this gives
a good fit to the data at both energies. (b) We have
selected a mass and width for the p' and calcu-
lated" the p' forward differential cross section
from'

do d'0
(8)

where we take d'o/dtdM from the fitted curve ob-
tained in step (a).

Figure 22 shows the p' forward cross section
obtained by this method plotted as a function of the
mass and width of the p. 6 These curves show that
the p forward differential cross section can vary
from 106 gb/GeV' to 155 gb/GeV' at 2.8 GeV
(74 pb/GeV' to 118 yb/GeV' at 4.7 GeV) using the
range of p' masses (775-755 MeV) and widths
(110-147MeV} found in the Review of Particle
Properties. " With the values of M, I obtained in
Sec. IV C 2, we find 148+ 12 p, b/GeV' at 2.8 GeV
(109+8 pb/GeV' at 4.7 GeV). These values are
significantly larger than those resulting from our
Soding-model fits (Table XI). Two effects are
responsible for this. First, we have not subtrac-
ted the background. From the extrapolated cross
section outside the p' region we estimate the back-
ground to be -8%%uo at 2.8 GeV (-2%%uo at 4.7 GeV). Sec-
ond, in the Soding-model fits the p cross section is
obtained by integrating the p Breit-,Wigner form
over the available phase space; at low ~t~ the area
of the Breit-Wigner form is reduced relative to
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TABLE XIV. Reaction yp px+x-. Dipion differential
cross sections, do/dt, differential cross sections at t =0,
do/dt ~t 0, and the slope of the differential cross section,
A, from a 6t of the form Be~, for M&, F& equal to 770
MeV, 145 MeV at 2.8 GeV (770 MeV, 155 MeV at 4.7
GeV) determined using the technique described in Sec.
IV C3.

do/dt (pb/GeV2)

)t[ (GeV'&

0.02 -0.05
0.05 -0.075
0.075-0.1
0.1 -0.15
0.15 -0.2 '

0.2 -0.3
0.3 -0.5

(p,b/GeV~)
do
dt I.=o

Ey =2.8 GeV

130 + 14
85 +12
65 + 9
66 + 8
48 + 6
29 + 3
11+1

148 +12

E =4.7 GeV

94 +9
68 +8
59 +7
53 +6
37 ~4
22 +3
10 +1

A (GeV-2) 6.3+ 0.4 6.0 + 0.3

that at large ~t~, in contrast to the constant area
implicit in Eq. (8). Consequently, Eq. (8) gives
larger cross sections at low ~t~ than do the Soding-
model fits.

We have applied Eq. (8) to a series of t bins in
the 0.02 & ~t( & 0.5 GeV' region (using, of course,
t-independent M, I'~). The differential cross sec-
tions obtained with I'z set equal to the values found
in the S5ding-model fits, viz. , 145 MeV at 2.8
GeV (155 MeV at 4.7 GeV), and M~= 770 MeV, are
given, in Table XIV. With the exception of the ~t~

interval, 0.02-0.075 GeV', where phase-space ef-
fects are important, the values of Table XIV agree
well with those of Table XII. The cross sections
of Table XIV are proportional to the assumed p
width and show approximately the same dependence
on the p' mass as is illustrated in Fig. 22. Figure
11 shows that the slope of the p' differential cross
section obtained using Eq. (8) is independent of p'
masses lying within the currently accepted range. "

We conclude that:
(1) The size of the S5ding-model forward differ-

ential cross section as determined in this section
depends on the mass and width of the p', being low. -
est for a high mass and a small width of the p'.

(2) The lack of knowledge of the p mass and
width, and of the form of the Drell background, im-
plies that Siding-model cross sections as given in
this and Sec. IV C2 are uncertain to about +20pp.

We emphasize that the prodedure, outlined above,
for checking the S5ding model has determined p'
cross sections from the p amplitude at M = M;
these p' cross sections depend neither on the de-
tails of the p shape nor on the available phase
space.

4. Other Models

Several models have been put forward recently
to describe p photoproduction; none, however,
describes quantitatively all aspects of the data.

The dual-resonant model of Satz and Schilling"
describes correctly the p' mass shape and its var-
iation with momentum transfer, but predicts that
the po conserves t-channel helicity in contrast to
the experimentally observed s-channel helicity
conservation; aIso the Y4 interference term pre-
dicted by the model has the wrong sign.

The model of Kramer and Quinn" calculates p'
photoproduction using diagram (c) of Fig. 29. We
have not made a detailed comparison with this
model but we have compared our data in the ~t~ in-
terval 0.02-0.4 GeV' to an approximate form given
by Kramer. " We find that in order to fit the mass
spectrum we require a large width for the pP (170-
180 MeV) and that the fit is poor (y' of 145 for 48
degrees of freedom compared with a )t of 65 for
48 degrees of freedom for the Soding model at 4.7
GeV). The model predicts that the pP conserves
s-channel helicity and describes well the variation
of the dipion density-matrix elements, p;„,with
mass.

p photoproduction has also been discussed using
a Regge-pole model by Mannheim and Maor."
They suggest that the p' Breit-Wigner form should
be multiplied by (M~/M, „)'at t = 0 but do not pre-
dict a specific form for the variation of p' shape
with momentum transfer.

Greenhut" has suggested that the p' mass skew-
ing is due to an isoscalar s-wave dipion back-
ground; this is incompatible with the moments
shown in Fig. 14.

In conclusion, the Soding model gives a good
quantitative description for It[ & 0.4 GeVa of the p'
mass shape and its variation with momentum
transfer, the variation of the dipion density-matrix
elements with dipion mass, and the moments of the
dipion system. This model implies that not all p-
wave dipion pairs are resonant since dipion pairs
originate in part from the Drell term. The Kra-
mer-Quinn model describes the features of p
photoproduction qualitatively. This model suggests
that all p-wave dipion pairs should be interpreted
as p; hence the p cross sections would be given
by II or by the parametrization cross section.

5. Compari son ski th Other Experiments

Previously published cross sections for p' photo-
production on hydrogen have been obtained using
three different techniques:

(1) detection of symmetric s's pairs with total
energy near the maximum energy of a bremsstrah-
lung spectrume
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FIG. 23. Reaction yp pn+g . d 0/d+gMin the for-
ward direction from this experiment compared with that
ifrom the DESY-MIT experiment (Ref. 65).

(2) detection of pm'v for ~t~ &-0.02 GeV' using
bubble ' "' or streamer chambers

(3) detection of the recoiling proton in a miss-
ing-mass spectrometer. "

We first compare our data to the double-differ-
ential cross section, d'c/dQdM, for dipion pro-
duction in the forward direction obtained by the
DESY-MIT" group using the first technique.

In order to derive d'o/dQdggin the forward direc-
tion we have fitted our data to the form Bexpgt)
in the ~t~ interval 0.02 to 0.4 GeV' in 40-MeV
intervals of wm mass. The quantity B exp(Atmm)
expressed in p, b/sr MeV is plotted in Figs. 23(a)
(2.8 GeV) and 23(b) (4.7 GeV) together with the
data of the DESY-MIT group ' at 2.9 GeV and 4.7
GeV, From the figure it may be seen that the
DESY-MIT data yield a cross section which is
higher, by about a factor 1.4, than the data of this
experiment at the peak of the p'. It is noteworthy
that the shape of the data from the two experiments
is similar in the p' region.

Apart from uncertainties in the normalization of
the DESY-MIT experiment, which are -10%, two
effects could be responsible for the discrepancy:

(a) The data of the DESY-MIT group may con-
tain a contribution from dipion pairs produced in-
elastically.

(b} The exponential extrapolation of our data to
the forward direction may yield an incorrect esti-
mate of the forward cross section if the slope
changes at small ~t~.

In order to illustrate the form of contamination
that may occur in a counter experiment of the
DESY-MIT type, we have selected w'm pairs from
events other than yp-pm'z with the laboratory
momentum Q of a m'v pair satisfying

~
Q-Q~/Q

&0.18, where Q =Em'"/1. 15. We have chosen these
limits to approximate the acceptance of the DESY-
MIT experiment. ' The mass spectra of pion pairs
satisfying the criterion are shown in Figs. 24(a)
and 24(b} for dipion transverse momentum squared
Q~' & 0.05 GeV'. Inelastically produced p"s occur
at small Qr' at 4.7 GeV; they persist to some ex-
tent at higher fr~. At 2.8 GeV there is n'o strong
evidence for inelastic p' production at small Qr'.
A nonresonant background is present at both ener-
gies. The distribution of Q for elastic (i.e., from
yp Pw'v ) and inelastic m's pairs with 0.6 & M„
&0.9 GeV is shown in Figs. 24(c) and 24(d). If we
take our E spectrum to be a line spectrum with
energy E '", we can estimate the background in
the DESY-MIT experiment by assuming that the
form of the Q,.„„„„.distribution expressed as a
function of E ~ —Q is independent of E within the

y
range of the DESY-MIT acceptance. We then
weight the inelastic contributions with 1/E (to
approximate the bremsstrahlung spectrum of Ref.
65) and integrate over the acceptance region. The
resulting background estimates are shown in Figs.
24(e) and 24(f); we see that the background is -12%
and is roughly independent of Q~'. This estimate
will decrease slightly if differences in the decay
angular distribution of elastic and inelastic dipion
pairs are taken into account. We emphasize that
the background estimate of Figs. 24(e) and 24(f)
includes all inelastic dipion pairs within the inter-
val 0.6 & M„&0.9 GeV. Appropriate fits to the
counter data may subtract out the inelastic non-
resonant but not the inelastic p' contribution to the
background.

From this we conclude that the forward p' cross
section at 4. 7 Ge Vmeasured by the DESY-NIT
group" could be overestimated by -5% due to a
background of inelastic p production. A recent
measurement by Berger etaL" at Co}mell indicates
that the inelastic contamination in their experi-
ment, "which has a similar acceptance to the
DESY-MIT experiment, is -(2 + 5)%%uo at 0' and for
E&-8.5 GeV. The contamination rises to 20-30%
a.t (f ~=0.4 GeV'.

A quadratic extrapolation to the forward direc-
tion (i.e., using the form e""s' ) increases our
values of d'a/dQdM by about 12%%u~ (cf. Table XI);
this together with an -10%%uo inelastic background
(of which half is inelastic p ) in the DESY-MIT data
would reduce the discrepancy in d'a/dQdM between
this and the DESY-MIT experiment to about 15%,
a value which is close to the uncertainty of nor-
malization of the DESY-MIT experiment.

We next compare de/dt for 0.05 & ~t~ & 1 GeV' with
other experiments. In Fig. 25 we show our 4.7-
GeV differential p' cross sections, determined by
the parametrization method, together with similar-
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FIG. 24. (a) and (b) The mass distribution of inelastic
7r+~ pairs for Q& &0.05 GeV (see text for the restrictions
applied). (c) and (d) The distribution of the momentum,

g, of elastic (solid line) and inelastic (dashed line) x+x

pairs for 0.6 & ~ & 0.9 GeV2. (e) and (f) Contamination
of x+x pairs from the reaction yp pm+a, xm,h . , by
inelastic z x production, n.x„,h„,,, (i.e., from reactions
other than yp px+z ). The xx pairs are in the interval
0.6& M~&0.9 GeV (for other restrictions see text) and
the ratio R= &m'ehstic/'(7r+el, stic + ~~inehetic) is plotted versus
the square of the transverse momentum, Q&2,

ly determined cross sections from the DESY bubble
chamber" (4.5 &E & 5.8 GeV) and a SLAG counter
experiment ' (E -5 GeV). Within statistics the
agreement between the three experiments is ex-
cellent. We remark that since the SLAC counter
experiment detects the recoil proton in p' produc-
tion there is no problem with contamination due to
inelastic p' production. Our differential cross
sections are also in agreement with those obtained

using a positron annihilation beam.
The values obtained for the forward p' cross

section in the SLAC counter experiment and ours.
differ due to the I, range fitted and the form of
curve used to extrapolate to t =0. Anderson eI; al."
used the shape of the experimental elastic np scat-
tering differential cross section, and from a fit in
the ltl interval 0.1 to 1.2 GeV' found der/dtl, , = 152
+ 15 pb/GeV'. A straight-line extrapolation of
their data for ltl & 0.7 GeV' would actually fall be-
low our value of 114+5 p, b/GeV2; quadratic extra-
polations give results in-agreement with ours when
fits are made in the ltl range 0.02-1.0 GeV'.

In conclusion, the results of this experiment
agree well with other experiments in the I, interval
0.05 & it[& 1 GeV'. Our forward differential cross
sections, do/dtl, „arelower than those of Ander-
son et al."due only to the form of extrapolation
used. The dipion forward cross section od/ QdMd

at 4.7 GeV of the DESY-MIT group" is higher than
that obtained in this experiment and we have dem-
onstrated that this is partly due to an -10% inelas-
tic background. The remaining discrepancy, if not
due to normalization problems in the counter ex-
periment, may result from our procedure for ex-
trapolating to t=0.

It must be emphasized that these conclusions
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are based upon comparing our parametrization
cross section and an extrapolation of our raw data
with other experiments. Due to differences in the
methods of analysis" we have not compared our
SMing-model cross sections with those from other
experiments. """
6'. Discussion of Cross Sections for p' Production

In Table XI we have given six dipion forward
- cross sections for each energy using three tech-
niques and two forms of extrapolation. Total cross
sections are also given for each technique; they
are insensitive to the form of extrapolation used.
We here consider the problem of which dipion
cross section gives the best measure of the p'
cross section.

First, we consider the three techniques used to
determine a dipion cross section. A problem aris-
es because both the Krameruinn model and the
Siding model are compatible with our data. These
two models lead to different definitions of p'. The
Kramer-Quinn model suggests that all p-wave
dipion pairs should be considered as p' so that II
gives the cross section for s-channel helicity-con-
serving p' production and the parametrization
cross section gives the total p' cross section. Qn
the other hand, the Soding model suggests that
there is a coherent p-wave background under the
p' which should be subtracted out in order to de-
termine a p' cross section. The two approaches
lead to substantially different forward p cross
sections; since the Siding model gives the best
quantitative fit to the data we are, . led to favor the
Siding-model cross sections, but we do not rule
out the possibility that the p' cross section should
be determined from II or by the parametrization tech-
nique. More generally, our Siding-model cross
sections give the cross section for p' production
when the p' cross section is defined as that ob-
tained through the integration of a Breit-Wigner
distribution which is normalized to the height of
the dipion mass spectrum at the p', mass (with, of
course, appropriate subtractions of 6" and "phase
space"); to this extent the 86ding-model cross sec-
tions can be considered model-independent.

We have used two fits (e"' and e""s' ) to obtain
forward cross sections. Both these parametriza-
tions of the differential cross section fit the data
equally well and from Table XI it may be seen that
B is zero within errors. However, differential
cross sections are usually fitted with a B term
(e.g., sp elastic scattering), so the forward p'
cross sections and errors obtained using the e"'+ '
fit may be more realistic than those obtained with
a linear extrapolation.

D. po-cu Interference

The combined data of the 2.8- and 4.7-oeV ex-
posures show a 2.5-s.d. ( standard deviation) effect
in the z'm mass spectrum that may be attributed
to p'-e interference (see Fig. 26). Our analysis
of p'-& interference has recently been published. '
Since the ~-2z decay rate is small and the inter-
ference effect is symmetric about a smooth curve
through the p mass spectrum, the effect of p-+
interference on our p cross sections given above
is negligible. In addition, fits using the parametri-
zation technique with p -w interference included,
show that n(t) (see Sec. IV C1) is unaltered.

E. h, Production
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FIG. 26. Reaction yp pg m . g+g mass distribution
for the combined data at 2.S and 4.7 GeV. The curves
give the results of maximum-likelihood fits with (solid
line) and without (dashed line) po-~ interference.

1. Cross Sections and Decay Distributions

In Fig. 10(b) we show the m'p mass spectra for
the reaction yp-p~'z . At both energies a clear6" signal is 'found; some 6' production may al-
so be present. The shaded distributions are for
events selected with ~t~~ & 0.4 GeV' (t~ is the square
of the momentum transfer between the proton and
the b,) and M„+„&1.0 GeV in order to remove most
of the p' reflection and to minimize other back-
grounds.

The solid curves in Fig. 10 were obtained from
the Siding model fit with an incoherent b, as de-
scribed in Appendixes A and B. As can be seen
from the figure this gives a reasonable fit to the
mass spectrum in both the 6 region and in the
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high-gp-mass region. We emphasize that in fit-
ting the amount of 6"we have chosen a shape for
the b, which agrees with that expected from the
(3, 3) vN phase shift, 6». The matrix element for
6 production, Tz, has the form

M sin'6» 1 M [Md (M)1

q(M} r(M) r(M) q(M) (M,' —.M')'+IM, r(M)]' '

where I'(M) follows from tanb» =M~r(M)/
(M~'-M'), M~=1.236 GeV, M is the z'p or v p
mass, and q(M) is the momentum of the proton in

FIG. 27. Reaction yp ~++g . Differential cross
sections &0/dt& from this experiment () and from Ref.
73 for E = 5 GeV (g). The shaded regions in (b) and (d)
are shown on an expanded scale in (a) and (c). The curves
are the predictions of the gauge-invariant OPE model
with absorption corrections for Q= 0.8 (solid line) and
g= 1 (dashed line). The points (0) are the VDM predic-
tion of Ref. 82.

TABLE XV. Reaction yp 4++x-, differential
cross sections (pb/GeV2).

liJ &G v'& Ey =2.8 GeV Ey =4.7 GeV

[iJ . -o.os
0.02-0.06
0.06-0.10
0.10-0.20
0.20-0.30
0.30-0.50
0.50-1.0

17.1
23.6
9.7
8.4
3.3
1.5
0.51
0.11

+ 3.5
+ 2.6
+ 1.9
+1.0
+0,7
k0,3
+ 0.13
+ 0.03

5.9
6.4
3.4
1.8
1.5
0.31
0.14
0.006

+ 1.5
+ 1.2
+ 0.9
+ 0.6
+ 0.3
+ 0.13
+ 0.05
+ 0.004

the np c.m. system. The values of 5» have been
taken from a phase-shift analysis. "

In Table XIII the total cross sections for produc-
tion of b, ++ and ipi' (pz decay mode only) are given
for the two energies. Figure 27 and Table XV
show the differential cross sections do/dt for 6"
production obtained from an independent maxi-
mum-likelihood fit as described above for each
t~ interval. Corrections for 4'+ production due
to contamination from wide-angle electron-posi-
tron pair production and for scanning losses of
events with short recoil-proton tracks (proton mo-
menta &0.14 GeV/c) were found to be negligible
from a Monte Carlo simulation. " If the second,
part of Eq. (9) is used together uIith a conventional
Parametrization for I'(M),"as was done by Boyar-
ski et al. ,

"b, cross sections are found that are
larger by -20% than those given here.

The 6++ angular distributions have been analyzed
in terms of the 6 spin density matrix in the Gott-
fried-Jackson frame. The g axis is taken as the
direction of the incident proton in the 6 rest
frame; the y axis is defined as the normal to the
production plane (yix:yx8-). The electric vector
8 of the photon makes an angle 4 with the produc-
tion plane: cosC =y ~ (exp}, sin@=/ ~ z. The de-
cay angles 8 and Ip are the polar and azimuthal
angles of the outgoing proton in the b, rest sys-
tem: cos8=p 2, cosItI=j (exp)/I3xpl, sinIp
=-(yx2) ~ (exp)/lzxpl. The decay angular dis-
tribution is then given by'~

W(cos8, Ip, 4I) =4 p» s'n'8+(& -p,', )(—,'+cos'8) -~3 Rep,', cosIp sin28-~3 Rep,', cos2$ sin'8
4m

pccspe p', , sin'p+p, ', (—, +co-s p) — Rep,', cosp since — Rep,', cos2p sin'p)
y » ll

-IP sin2C
3

Imp»sinIPsin28+
3 Imp, , sin2ItI sin 8 (10}

where p is the degree of linear polarization. We define the parity asymmetry, P„in terms of the cross
sections for natural and unnatural parity exchange in the t channel, 0" and g~.
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pr(@) =1 P,P-cos24.
In terms of density-matrix elements, "

P, = Trp' =2(pa~+pu) ~

(12)

(13)

Counter experiments detecting the m only mea-
sure the polarization asymmetry A. ,

A. = =P P
o~ +o

~~

(14)

To obtain the nine measurable density-matrix
parameters and P, events were selected with

M~„,& i.32 GeV and the method of moments was
used with the Eberhard-Pripstein procedure" to
remove the p' reflection. Only events with -1.0
& cos8„&0.3 at 2.8 GeV(cosg„&0.7 at 4.7 GeV) were
used, where 8H is the angle in the 6 rest frame
between the decay proton and the 6 line of flight in
the total c.m. system. Figure 28 and Table XVI
show the p,"„andP obtained this way. The values
of P, averaged over

~
i

~

&0.5 GeV' are given in
Table XIII. It is clear that OPE alone (i.e., the

gU
P =0-

crN+crU

Since a meson of spin 0 is produced at the photon
vertex, we can find P from the azimuthal distri-
bution of the production normal with respect to
the plane of polarization of the photon. At high en-
ergies we have

Soding model) cannot explain the data since it would
require P, = -1 [p', , = --,' and all other pP, in Eq.
(10) equal zero]. Qualitatively the same result was
obtained in an experiment done at low energy. "

2. Comparison.

zenith

Theory

The values of P show that 6"production does
not occur through one-pion exchange alone. At
lower energies it was found" that the minimal
gauge-invariant extension of one-pion exchange
(GIOPE) of Stichel and Scholz" including absorp-
tion corrections in the final state" gives a fair
description of 6"production for ~tz~ & 0.3 GeV'.
At high energies and very small momentum trans-
fers [(~t~~)'" &0.15 GeV] it was observed that the
GIOPE in the Born approximation reproduces well
the differential cross section. " Following the idea
of vector dominance we calculated the predictions
of GIOPE applying absorption corrections both in
the initial and final state. ' This was done by mul-
tiplying the helicity amplitudes for spin J by the
factor"

1-C. exp—

(g L)2 1/2

x & -C,„gexp-
out ~out

where q is the c.m. momentum, A. the slope pa-

yp -8", 7r

GOTTFRIED —JACKSON SYSTEM C-i 0---
VDM —-—

0.4-

P~~ 0.2

2.8 GeV 4.7 Gev

0.4—
2.8 GeV

p 0 I I I
I

4.7GeV 2.8 GeV

0.4 ~
m & 0&~mp

T

-0.4-

4.7 GeV

0
Rep~]

0 I I

-O.2 &,
0.2-

J A~'f I I

I I l. & I

HI

I

Rep~]

0.4-
+

0 I ls I I

L

-0.4-

0.4- +
Q

0.4-+
I I I

Imp~
]

0

-0.4

I.O I I I I

0.5-
Repq

~

0 0

-0.2-
I I I I I I I I I~ ~ ~
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It&I (GeV }
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IthI {GeV j
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Q
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~t'
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2

FIG. 28. Reaction yp 4++x-. Density-matrix parameters and parity asymmetry P~. The solid curves are the
predictions of the gauge-invariant OPE model with absorption corrections for C =0.8. The dashed-dotted curves show
the VDM predictions (Ref. 82).
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rameter, C the absorption parameter (C =or/4',
cr~ the total cross section for scattering of either
the initial- or final-state particles), and the indi-
ces "in," "out" refer to the initial and final states,
respectively. The slope parameters were assumed
to be the same as measured for brompton scatter-
ing and elastic mp scattering, respectively, i.e.,
A;„=6GeV ', A„t=8 GeV '. For the absorption
parameters C;„,C,„,several sets of values between
zero and unity were tried (see below). The finite
width of the 6 was taken into account by integrating
over the s'p mass range using the (3, 3) elastic
scattering cross section.

The solid curves in Fig. 27 show the predictions
of GIOPE for do/df~(yP-L" m ) for C;„=C,„,=C
=0.8. For comparison we also give the predictions
for C =1 (dashed curves). The curves for C =1
agree approximately with the data for It~~ & 0.3
GeV'; at larger ~t~~ too much h" is predicted. It
is interesting to note that, for jt~~ &0.02 GeV', the
OPE graph alone leads to approximately the same
do/d L

In Fig. 28 we compare the measured density-
matrix parameters and P with the predictions of
GIOPE. It can be seen that the diagrams neces-
sary to give gauge invariance simulate some natur-
al-parity-exchange contributions in the t channel.
Although there is agreement for ~t~~ s 0.1 GeV' in
an average sense, we cannot test the strong vari-
ations predicted by GIOPE for ~t~~s0. 1 GeV'. For
~t~~ & 0.1 GeV' some of the p"„andP, are not re-
produced well.

The vector-dominance model (VDM) relates the
reaction yp- m 6+' to the reactions wp- 6 V',
where V' is p', &e, or P. Boyarski et al. ,

"whose
yp- n 6'+ data agree with ours, found that the

comparison disagreed by a factor 2-5. Gotsman"
has fitted the w-induced reactions to a sum of
Regge exchange amplitudes in order to perform
the line reversal needed for the comparison (not
done by Boyarski et al."). With y~'/4m=0. 5 (z&
describes the y-p coupling strength), his predic-
tions for 5 GeV are in fair agreement with our
do/dt for ~t~ & 0.1 GeV'. While the predictions for
some of the p";„andfor P, (see dot-dashed curve
in Fig. 28) are in qualitative agreement, the pre-
diction p33 0 is not supported by the data.

In conclusion, the density-matrix parameters,
the parity asymmetry, and the differential cross
section indicate the presence of processes other
than OPE in b,"production. We are thus left with
the result that whereas p' production in the pw'm

channel can be explained well by the Soding model,
b,"production cannot. There is not necessarily
any conflict in this because there is little overlap
between the p and b, +. The p mass asymmetry
is due to interference with w'm pairs correspond-
ing mainly to higher mp masses which are assumed
to originate from OPE in the framework of the
Soding model. However, the scarcity of event&
other than the phase-space-like background out-
side the p' and 6" bands (see Figs. 8 and 30) pre-
vents us from testing this assumption by analyzing
the angular distributions in this region.

F. Search for High-Mass Vector-Meson

Production

The z'g mass distributions in the channel
yp-Pw'w have been examined for the production
of higher-mass vector mesons, in particular, the
vector mesons p' and p", with masses of -1.3
and 1.7 GeV predicted by the Veneziano model. "

TABLE XVI. Reaction yp 6++7( . 6++ density-matrix elements in Gottfried-Jackson frame and Po.

~t~~ (Gev')

p33
0

Rep 3&
0

Rep3 i
0

i.
pai

Repisi

Repsi

Imp 3i
2

Imp& i
2

-O.i

0.14+ 0.06

-0.18+ 0.06

0.06 + 0.05

-0.26 + 0.10

0.16+ 0.08

0.10+ 0.08

0.20+ 0.09

0.27+ 0.08

0.-20 + 0.10

-0.18+ 0.14

Ey 2 8 GeV

0.1-0.2

0.10+ 0.08

-0.24 + 0.08

0.04 + 0.06

-0.36+ 0.12

0.28 + 0.09

0.30 + 0.13

0.22 + 0.10

0.04 + 0.13

0.34 + 0.13

-0.17+ 0.15

0.2-0.5

0.22 + 0.08

-0.22+ 0.07

0.01+ 0.08

-0.20 + 0.12

-0.10+ 0.14

0.33+0.14

-0.20+ 0.14

-0.10+0.13

0.06+ 0.10

-0.58 + 0.17

-O.1

0.16+0.06

-0.13+0.07

0.02+ 0.06

-0.29+ 0.13,.

0.02+ 0.14

0.07 + 0.10

0.02 + 0.10

0.31+ 0.21

0.14 + 0.12

-0.52 + 0.15

Ey =4.7 GeV

0.1-0.2

0.33+0.11

-0.02 + 0.13

0.03 + 0.14

-0.03 + 0.18

-0.42 + 0.22

0.30 + 0.21

0.21 +0.23

0.41+0.17

-0.03+0.11

-0.89 + 0.32

0.2-0.5

0.37+ 0.09

-0.01+0.12

-0.07 + 0.13

-0.07 + 0.12

-0.05 + 0.16

0.25 + 0.19

0.18+0.17

0.01+ 0.17

0.09+ 0.16

-0.23 + 0.26
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We used the technique described in Appendix A,
plus an additional Breit-Wigner distribution cor-
responding to the p' or p", to fit the Dalitz plot.
The fitted cross section for the vector meson is
approximately proportional to I'/R, where I' is
the width of the resonance and g is the fraction of
decay to a dipion state. %'ith I' = 200 MeV, & = 1,
and the masses given above, we find upper limits
(I s.d.) at 4.7 GeV of 0.5 p, b and 0.3 p, b for the p'
and p", respectively.

G. Summary of the Channel yp~pm+n

The channel has been shown to be dominated by

p Bnd 6+' production. %e summarize the char-
acteristics of p' production in Secs. IVG j.-IVG4
and of 6" production in Sec. IV G 5.

DiPion, Mass Distribution

In common with other photoproduction experi-
ments we find that the p' produced in the channel,

yp -pm'z is shifted to lower masses than found in

xp interactions and that the p' shape is skewed
with respect to a P-wave Breit-Wigner distribu-
tion, We have shown, in addition, that the p mass
shape changes as a function of the momentum
transfer.

2. DiPion Angular Distribution

The dipion angular distribution was studied by
the method of moments and by a density-matrix
analysis.

We conclude:
(a) The dipion pairs in the po region are in a

predominantly p-wave state and it is the p-wave
part of the mass spectrum that shows the skewing.

(b) p-wave dipion production occurs predom-
inantly through natural parity exchange in the t
channel.

(c) The p-wave pion pairs are produced by a
mechanism that, within errors, conserves s-
channel c.m. helicity at the yern vertex for

l
t l& 0.4

GeV'.

8. ComParison of DiPion Production zuith Models

We find that a modified Soding model describes
well the following:

(a) the shape of the dipion mass spectrum and
its change with momentum transfer;

(b) the variation of the dipion density-matrix
elements with dipion mass;

(c) the moments corresponding to dipion states
with spin greater than unity.

Other models do not describe well at least one
of the above features of the data.

4. DiPion Cross Sections

By using the dipion angular distribution and the
dipion. mass spectrum we have determined two
dipion cross sections, namely, the s-channel he-
licity-conserving P-wave cross section, II, arid
the parametrization cross section. %'e emphasize
that neither II nor the parametrization cross sec-
tion are necessarily p cross sections. Both II and
the parametrization cross sections agree well with
other experiments for ltJ & 0.05 GeV . The extra-
polation of our cross sections to t =0 is compatible
with other experiments. Discrepancies in the
published forward cross sections can be under-
stood as the result of inelastic backgrounds in
other experiments and/or the extrapolation pro-
cedures used.

We deduce a p cross section using the Siding
model. Our Siding-model analysis shows that the

p cross section is uncertain to -20%, due to the-
oretical uncertainties in the model and lack of
knowledge of the p mass and width.

5. b, '+ Production

A density-matrix analysis shows that the A"
is produced by a mixture of natural and unnatural
parity exchange in the t channel. Neither the vec-
tor-dominance model of Gotsman" nor the modj. —

fied GIOPE modeI, describes both the 6"differen-
tial cross sections and density-matrix elements.
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APPENDIX A: FITTING PROCEDURE

FOR THE PARAMETRIZATION CROSS SECTIONS
AND THE p DENSITY- MATRIX ELEMENTS

The probability, dP, for producing a given event
of the reaction yP-P~'g with mn mass M,„,m'P

mass M„+~, and with v'w angles 8, p, and C (de-
fined in Ref. 36) was taken to be

dP = IMI'd(phase space),

where
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n(tp) eA ptp
IM I' = & pfyw p(M..)

F(tz) &ps+ skfBwd( +P) N
+

ps
(A 1)

M~+& sin 5»
q(M„,) M r(M, , )

(A4)

with 533 taken from a phase-shift analysis" and

I'(M„+p)= tan63s(M~ —M +q )/M~, (A5)

with M~ = 1.236 GeV, and q(M„+~}is the momentum
of the proton in the z'p rest frame. Here
W(8, P, C) describes the p-decay angular distri-
bution for the appropriate frame and is given in
Eq. (2) of Sec. IV B3; t is the square of the mo-
mentum transfer from y to p and A. is the slope
of the momentum-transfer distribution of the p;
E(t~) is a description of our observed momentum-
transfer distribution of the h. The decay of the
6++ is nearly isotropic and it was therefore not
necessary to include a detailed decay distribution.
Np, Nz„and N, are normalization factors which
ensure that the p, 6, and phase-space terms in-
tegrate to unity over the Dalitz plot.

The likelihood function was written as +1ndP,
and was maximized in the fits by varying parame-
ters in the combinations appropriate to the fits as
discussed below. For the maximization we used
the programs. MURTLEBERT and OPTIME.

Here, a, a~, and ap, are the fractions of p, ~'+,
and phase space, respectively (a~+a~ +a, =1).
f is a relativistic Breit-Wigner distribution
with an energy-dependent width suggested by Jack-
son

M7r
„

M pi"(M„)
q(M ) (M ' —M ) +M I"'(M }'

(A2)

where q(M„)is the momentum of a pion in the di-
pion rest frame and

q(M„,) ' 2

q(M ) 1+[q(M, „)/q(M )]. I

(A3)

The 6" shape used is

of n(t) were fitted for different f intervals.

2. p Density-Matrix-Element Fits

In these fits using all the independent variables
except f, W(8, P, C }was expressed in terms of the
nine independent density -matrix elements [Eq. (2)];
M, I', A, n(t), a~, and a~ were set at the values
determined above and the nine density-matrix ele-
ments were fitted. No constraints were applied to
the density-matrix elements.

APPENDIX B: THE SODING MODEL

We have calculated the predictions of the Soding
model" using a modified version of a computer
program written by Soding. The matrix element
used to describe the reaction yP-Pw'm is the sum
of helicity-conserving p production [diagram (a) of
Fig. 29], two Drell diagrams [Fig. 29 (b)], a re-
scattering term [Fig. 29 (c}], and incoherently,4" production and a phase-space term.

A p production amplitude may be defined in one
of two ways, namely, (1) as diagram (a) in Fig. 29
or (2} as the sum of diagrams (a) and (c) in Fig. 29.
We choose the first definition since, for I'p- 0
(i.e., the limit of a stable p'}, diagram (c), which
depends on I ', vanishes with respect to diagram
(a). This definition is also in keeping with the vec-
tor-dominance picture of photon interactions (see
the discussion of Bauer" ), and with the intuitive
view that (c) is a correction to the Drell terms (b).
The analysis presented in the text uses definition
(1). At the end of this Appendix we discuss briefly
an argument for, and the results of using, defini-
tion (2).

We write the matrix element as

(M~'=s, [F,e, q(M, „)+y(F, +F„)~'/N,

+a~f~„&F&(tz)/N~+ (1 —az —az)/N~, ,
(Bl)

where a~ and a& are the fractions of dipion pro-
duction described by the Soding model and 4" pro-

Soding Model

1. Parametrization-Cross -Section Fi ts

In these fits to the Dalitz plot the z+g angular
distribution, W(8, P, C ), was set equal to —,'sin'8z,
and Mp Fp and A.

p
were determined from an over-

all fit in the region 0.02 & lt l
& 0.4 GeV' with an

approximate linear n(t) dependence (see Fig. 20
and Ref. 17). With M, I', and% fixed at these
values, the quantities a, az„and the final value

(a) P

P P

(b) Drell

P P

(c) Rescattering

FIG. 29. Diagrams for the reaction yp pm+a corre-
sponding to the Soding model: (a) diffractive p production,
(b) Drell diagrams, (c) rescattering correction to the
Drell diagrams.
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duction, respectively; N~, N and Np, normalize
the three terms to unity when integrated over phase
space. The relative amounts of the p' and Drell
terms are given by F.

I'~ is the p amplitude with

x E k /(M'-M„,' —iMP ), (B2)

where t is the square of the momentum transfer to
the p and A~ is the slope of the exponential distri-
bution in t; M~ is the p mass; I' is the p width
with

q(M„„)'I'= I "" M /M
qMp

(B3)

and q(M„,), q(M) are the pion momenta in the
mm rest frame for mw masses, M„,M~, respec-
tively. The p' production cross section, 0'~, was
set to a nominal value (15 p, b); i;„is the square
of the minimum momentum transfer necessary to
produce the p'. &, and 0, are the total energy
and the y momentum in the yP c.m. system, As-
suming s-channel helicity conse ation for p' pro-
duction, R~ is calculated by rota ing iz, the photon
polarization vector in the c.m. system, through
the p' c.m. production angle around the production
normal.

For the Drell amplitudes we use

F„,=+(R„q„)T(v'P)G(i„,)/(m„'- i„,), (B4)

where t,+ is the square of the momentum transfer
between the photon and m'; q,+ is the momentum of
the rr' in the yP c.m. system, and G(i,,) is the form
factor for off-shell m'P scattering. We used the
form factor of Ferrari-Selleri, "

1
1+(m„'—i„,)/65m, ' ' (B5)

Because of the Ward identity there should be no
form factor for the yern vertex. '

With the form factor G(t„e)factored out, the off-
shell elastic mP scattering amplitude is set equal
to the on-shell mP scattering amplitude:

Tr(rrP) = Q [(1+1)A'
lrA+, ]P ( rc8o)Ms~,

l=o
(B5)

T(e)=g(since(a, ; —A, ) e', (esse))M„,d cos8
1=0

where T„T,are the spin-nonf lip and spin-fbp
amplitudes, respectively; 8 is the mj center-of-
mass scattering angle, M„~is the mp mass, and
P, (cos8) are the Legendre polynomials. The elastic
mP partial-wave amplitudes which are defined, in
the usual notation, by"

A', = ( 'e'birr 1)/2ik ~, (BV)

where k „~is the n momentum in the mP rest frame,
correspond to J=l + &. For m P the appropriate
isospin sum is used for the A', . For mP masses
greater than 1.74 GeV we take T(rr'P) to be purely
imaginary with an exponential t dependence.

The T, term is multiplied by

(M; -M„.')/(M, '-M„'-iM, r,)

which is an approximation to the rescattering cor-
rection' corresponding to the inclusion of diagram
(c) of Fig. 29. The use of the rescattering correc-
tion in this form is justified by the fact that the
Drell term produces predominantly P-wave mm

pairs. " In order to test this approximation we
have calculated the model both with and without
the rescattering correction and have found that the
correction does not significantly alter the predicted
form of the dipion moments (in particular, y, ) or
the density-matrix elements. The spin-flip terms
T, are assumed not to interfere with the p' so no
rescattering correction was used on them; the T,
terms were added incoherently to the p and spin-
nonf lip Drell terms. This is an approximation to
the fact that a helicity-conserving p' amplitude
does not interfere with the helicity-flip Drell am-
plitude. *

The remaining terms in (Bl), corresponding to
incoherent ~" and phase space, are described in
Appendix A. In fitting the model the parameters
a~, 7, az„M~, and I', were varied as described
in Sec. IVC2.

The relative importance, and t dependence, of
the terms in the Soding amplitude is illustrated in
Fig. 30. For this figure we used the Ferrari-
Selleri form factor, (B5), for G(t,+).

Below we examine the sensitivity of the model to
(a) the form factor in the Drell term, (b) the co-
herence of the r( "production amplitude, (c) the
phase shifts, and (d) the phase of the p production
amplitude.

(a) We have tried the Ferrari-Selleri" and
Benecke-DQrr" form factors and a constant for
G(t„+). Table XVII shows that the p' mass and
width, the p' forward cross section, and A~ do not
depend significantly on the form factor.

(b) The results presented in this paper are cal-
culated with g»=1.0, 5„=0.0 in T(m'P) (i.e., no
& in the Drell term), and the 6" term is added
incoherently. We have also fitted the model with
the &"as predicted by the Drell amplitude plus
an incoherent 4" and have found that all fitted
values for the p agree within 1 standard deviation.

(c) To check the importance of the accuracy of
the phase shifts we have made the approximation
T, , = ijTr j and have refitted the model. The re-
sults changed by less then 1 standard deviation.

(d) When F~ is multiplied by e "' (-20% real
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TP = P7T 7T

SODING MODEL= [ P + DRELL + IL + INTERFERENCE ] + PHASE SPACE + INCOHERENT i1++
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part) the results are unchanged to within 1 stan-
dard deviation.

We conclude that our results are insensitive to
a variation of the form of the Drell term within the
limits allowed for by changes in the form factor,
the coherence of b" production, or changes in
phases. However, corrections to make the model
gauge-invariant could change the Drell term be-
yond these limits.

We now consider the calculation of the p' cross
section when the p' is defined as the sum of dia-

grains (a) and (c) of Ilt'g. 29. The physical idea
behind this separation ' is to defin the ine e p ampli-
tude as those parts of the amplitudes of Fig. 29
which vary rapidly with I„in the region of the
p' and to define as background that part which is
smooth in the neighborhood ot' M~. Clearly the
itting procedure is unchanged and, to the extent

that the Drell term, &, is imaginary, the p cross
section defined above is increased b ty R erm pro-
portional to D' sin'6, where 5 is. the I = I, X=- 1, mn

phase shift. We obtain values for the p cross sec-
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TABLE XVII. p mass and width, the slope, A, of the p differential cross section [from
der/dt = (do/dt)~e~~ ), and the forward differential cross section four@ from Soding-model fits
with different form factors.

Form factor
Mp

(MeV)
r,

(MeV)

A
(GeV 2)

(do'/dt)t 0

(p,b/GeV2)
g

(GeV)

Ferrari-Selleri
Benecke-Mrr
No form factor

Ferrari-Selleri
Benecke-Diirr
No form factor

767+5
773+5
772+5

770+5
770+5
767+5

145+ 10
155+10
153+10

155+ 10
164+ 10
167+ 10

5.4+ 0.3
5.3 + 0.3
5.3 + 0.3
5.9 + 0.3
6.0+ 0.3
5.9 + 0.3

104+ 6
102+6
101+6

94+ 6
97+6
98+ 6

2.8
2.8
2.8

4.7
4.7
4.7

tion of 20.4 + 1 p, b at 2.8 GeV (16.9 +0.V p, b at 4.V

GeV). The p' forward cross section increased to
109+6 pb/GeV' at 2.8 GeV (102+6 p, b/GeV' at
4. t GeV) which are 5-10% higher than the values
in Table XI.. The slope of the p' momentum-trans-
fer distribution is increased by about 1 standard
deviation at both energies.

APPENDIX C: HELICITY AMPLITUDES

AND DENSITY MATRICES OF PHOTOPRODUCED

po MESONS

In this appendix we present the relation between
the density matrices p~, measured in this experi-

ment and the helicity amplitudes describing p' pho-
toproduction (.We use the notation of Ref. 35.)

We write the helicity amplitudes, which are func-
tions of s and t, as

T Xpk~r, X.
y XN &

where Ap, A. y, A,„,, A.„arep-meson, photon, final-
and initial-proton helicities. Parity conservation
gives the following relation between helicity ampli-
tudes':

Consequently,

(T T* & = (-1~ xp xp) xy xy) ~ (T T
~P~N"~~/N ~P~N" ~)'~N ~ ~p~N" ~r ~N ~P~N" ~r ~N

Xpr Xg ~N' ~N

(C1)

If only natural [P = (-1)rj or only unnatural parity
[P = -(-1) ] exchanges contribute in the t channel,
we have to leading order in the energy of the in-
coming photon the additional symmetry"

X XN, krkN +( ) ~ -XpkN, -. X XN

where the upper (lower) sign applies to natural
(unnatural) parity exchanges. We define the den-
sity-matrix elements by

peak A ~ Xpg Xgr Xy Xg Xppkgr, kyhgtT . T*
Xy XNr Xg

larized photons p', p', and p' can be measured;
for circularly polarized photons p' and p' are
measurable.

Using (Cl), and with an implied summation over
nucleon spins, we obtain the following expressions
for the density-matrix elements in terms of helici-
ty amplitudes Tz z .

p

0 1
ppp

= ~ (T~Tp, + Tp-Tp-),

1 1 T .- T*
Psk ~ Z XP~ kN, —Xr XN XP y kN, ky XN &

~y ~N' ~~

(C8)
0 1Rep'„=—Re(T„T,*,+ T, T,* ),

p'. = — ~ X T . T*p,„—~ ~Wy )p~)~ )y~~ )p
gy XNr X~

A, T1
Pik ~ Z y XP( kN. , Xy XN XPy XN, Xy XNr

XyXgr Xp

with

p', , = (T„T*„+T,T* )—,

T
X pq

X gr, ky Xg Xpq X~r, ky) ~ &

X.p~ Xy Xgr X.~

where p, „stands for p~, z „.If we use linearly po-
Xpj pQ

p', , =
& (T„T,* + T, T,*,) = —2 Re(T„T,* ),
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Rep,', = —Re(T„T,* +T, T,*,),1 1

p,', = (T—„T*+ T, T*,),

(C4) Pll Pl -11 + 1

0 1Pll+Pl -1

which is not related unambiguously to natural and
unnatural parity exchange. We get from Z =+1

(T++v T~ )(T*~v T+ ) + (T„+T, )(T~~+ T* ) = 0 .

Imp', , = (T,—T*„—T„T*),

we get 10 bilinear combinations of helicity ampli-
tudes:

T„T,*,+T+ T+ =Ap„=T T* +T,T*,, (C5)

TO, To*,+To Tp* =APopo

Re(T„T,*
) = —,'Ap,', = Re(T T*„),

r

Re(T~T,* ) = —,'Apo, =Re(T, T,*,),
T„T*= ~A(p', , —Imp', ,) = T T+, ,

(C6)

(C7}

(C8)

(C9)

T, T*,= —,'A(p', , +Imp', ,) =T,T,*, (C10)

Re(T„T,* ) = ~A(Rep'„—Imp2») = Re(T T,*,),
(C 1 1)

Re(T, T,*,) = —,'A(Rep~»+ Imp'„)= Re(T,T,* ),
(C12}

I

T„T*,= —,'A(p', , +i Imp', ,) = T T,*,
T, T* =2A(p~, —i Imp', ~)=T,T,*, .

(C13)

(c14)

A derived quantity is the parity asymmetry P, ,
1 1P~ = 2p, , —poo

When P, =+1 we get the following additional rela-
tion (inserting helicity amplitudes in 2p', , —p,',
=+I):

IT„+T -I'+ IT, ~ T,I'+ IT.,+ T, I'= 0. (c15)

For P, =+1 we have, therefore,

++ + 7

T+ =ET

Tp+ —+Tp» ~

This is the t-channel parity relation (C2).
Some counter experiments measure the quantity

From the 11 independent density-matrix elements
(p«+2po»=1) and the cross section

2g 2A

For pure natural (unnatural) parity exchange Z is
+1(-l), but this would also happen for T+,=+T,
which has no relation to t-channel exchanges.
From Z =+1 the parity of the t-channel exchange
can be deduced only tchen either the nonflip or the

double-flip amplitudes are zero.
A measurement of the angular distribution W(C')

of the production plane (i.e., of the azimuthal dis-
tribution of the outgoing proton) with respect to the
photon polarization vector gives

W(C) =1 —cos24 Trp'.

The quantity

Trp' = 2p,', + p,', = —
I Re(T„T,* }+ 2 Re(T„T,* ) )

1

has no direct relation to the parity of the t-channel
exchange. For helicity conservation Trp' = 0 and

W(C) must be isotropic.
Experimental results. In our experiment with

linearly polarized photons we find:

P.=+1.0,

P11

p,',= 0.5,

Imp', ,= -0.5

(all other measurable elements are- zero).

(a) From (C6) we conclude that helicity flips
A,

&
=+1 to A.z-—0 vanish.

(b) From (C15) and (C10) we conclude that helic-
ity flips A. =+1 to A. z

= +1 vanish.
(c) From (C15) we find T„=T
Point (a) was known from unpolarized experi-

ments. We have established (b) and (c) by using
linearly polarized photons and by measuring the
full angular distribution. Points (a), (b), and (c)
together establish helicity conservation at the yp
vertex.

In the forward direction T+, T +, go to zero '
because angular momentum conservation does not
allow IAA. I

=2. If these double-flip amplitudes were
large, a dip in the forward p' cross section would

be expected. From an experiment using unpolar-
ized photons which found no dip in the differential
cross section at small t, and a vanishing ppp it
could be concluded that helicity»flip terms are
small in the forward direction, but nothing could
be deduced about the parity of the exchanged par-
ticle.
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